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Chapter 1Introduction.Abel (Abstraction Building Experimental Language) is a language for speci�cation andprogramming which has been developed at the University of Oslo, primarily as an aid forteaching techniques of speci�cation and machine aided reasoning, with imperative program-ming and program veri�cation as special cases. It is also a vehicle for, and a result of, localresearch activity in these areas. The language contains mechanisms for constructive andnon-constructive speci�cation as well as applicative and imperative programming. Objectorientation is reected in a class-like construct for imperative programming and comparableones for non-imperative texts.Interactive aids to reasoning about Abel texts are under development, centered on aterm rewriting system for formula simpli�cation and proof. Also a special \weak" logic hasbeen designed for dealing e�ciently with partial functions [Owe 84].The Abel project is several years old [FS 76, Dahl 77, Lang 78, Dahl 84], and Abelis a thoroughly revised version of a language designed in the late 1970's. In addition totraditional programming languages like Simula and Pascal the speci�cation language Larch[Gutt 84] has provided a source of inspiration. The overall goal of the project is to designa language and supporting software as well as underlying theory, that� encourage high quality speci�cations and programs,� facilitate secure reasoning about speci�cations and programs,� enable long term accumulation of reusable concepts,� are well suited for teaching purposes.The Abel project has recently spawned some interesting descendant language activi-ties: BABEL which is a further development of applicative features for language designand implementation [Kirk 86], and CABEL in which concurrent processes are introduced[Meld 86].1.1 The Abel Language.The main structuring mechanism of Abel is a module construct for encapsulating groups offunctions and possibly types. There are the following specialized kinds of module:1. type module, which de�nes one or more types and associated functions,3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.2. class module, a similar construct for imperative programming, roughly comparableto a Simula class,3. group module, which de�nes a group of functions on given types, and4. property module, used to specify minimal requirements on types and functions.Types are de�ned by algebraic means or by explicit type expressions referring to typesand type families previously de�ned. There is a subtype mechanism in the language. Asubtype inherits the value set and the set of functions associated to its supertype, and it mayconstrain the former, add new functions, and rede�ne old ones. Functions may be de�nednon-constructively by sets of arbitrary �rst order axioms, or constructively by equationalde�nitions possibly using generator induction. De�nitions are usable for interpretativeevaluation and, if certain requirements are satis�ed, also as rules for a term rewritingsystem.We de�ne the semantics of all applicative de�nition mechanisms in terms of addingaxioms and inference rules to an underlying formal system of many-sorted �rst order logic(as well as adding type and function symbols to the �rst order language). The intendedway of using the language and the support system under construction is to provide mainlyconstructive de�nitions in type, class, and group modules. Thereby logical consistencyand completeness in a certain sense are easily ensured, and a term rewriting system withsome embellishments can be fully exploited for proving theorems (e.g. the contents ofproperty modules).The language is object oriented in the sense that textual nesting is very limited. Inparticular there is no nesting of modules or function de�nitions. Large structures areformed by putting modules together. Abel is strongly typed, and since most functions willbe associated with an \owner" type or class, the overloading principle of object orientationapplies, but slightly generalized, see below.Imperative language mechanisms have been introduced for a variety of pragmatic rea-sons. We believe that an imperative program text, when written at a suitable level ofabstraction, may sometimes be the best possible system speci�cation. Also, when usingAbel to program computers, imperative mechanisms in general provide better tools forcontrolling resource usage in time and space.There are two main imperative constructs in the language, which may be used separatelyor in conjunction.1. prog sections may be used as the right hand side of a function de�nition. Withina prog section assignment and I/O operations are available, as well as conventionalconstructs for the sequencing of actions in time.2. class modules, already mentioned, are like types with associated functions, but giverise to \values" which are objects in the conventional imperative sense. The typicallife history of an object is to become initialized at the time of generation as the resultof the declaration of an object variable, and then, during the remainder of its life,to become incrementally updated from time to time. This is the recommended wayof dealing with high volume data objects since it provides explicit control of storageusage.Functions are introduced by declarations of the form



1.2. META SYNTAX. 5func f(D) =: Ewhere D, the domain, and E, the codomain, are types or classes. Letfunc f(T;U) =: T(where the domain of f is a Cartesian product). If t and u are expressions of types Tand U respectively, then f(t; u) is an expression of type T . For a variable v of type T anassignment operation v := f(v; u)may alternatively be written as a call statementcall f(@v; u)where the @-character indicates that the variable v is used as an update parameter.For a function f associated with a type (or class) the �rst argument, if any, of thattype is de�ned as the dominant argument; therefore, given that all functions named f inthe working context have the same dominant argument position, the type of that argumentdetermines the identity of an occurrence of f . In certain cases the traditional dot notationis used, putting the dominant argument in front of the dot, writing e.g. v:f(u) ratherthan f(v; u). Then one may think of v:f as a function \owned" by the object v and localto it in the sense of traditional object oriented languages. If v is an object of a classand f declared to be an updating procedure, then the notation @v:f(y) is available forincrementally changing the state of v.For partial functions certain error \values" may be declared as part of the func decla-ration. For most purposes of reasoning an expression denoting an error value is illde�ned,but it is also possible, to a limited extent, to reason explicitly about error values. From anoperational point of view the \evaluation" of an error behaves as an abnormal termination,possibly leading to an \exception handler".Pointers are useful tools for building dynamically de�ned data structures and for dealinge�ciently with high volume data. For the purpose of e�ciency class objects are manipulatedthrough pointers, in particular parameter transmission, as well as assignment of objects,are implemented by pointer copying. Unfortunately, in an imperative environment theunrestricted use of pointers may give rise to data sharing which makes reasoning aboutprograms quite di�cult. Since ease of reasoning about Abel texts is a prime concernthe use of object expressions and object assignment in executable code is restricted so asto prevent alias problems. The restrictions on objects occurring in a statement consistof certain disjointness or inclusion requirements which can be enforced by textual checks(except in certain cases involving subscripted object variables). They are su�ciently liberalto permit recursive data structures to be built and processed dynamically.Explicit object assignment is sometimes necessary when dealing with recursive struc-tures; otherwise the use of call statements with update parameters is recommended as thestandard way of updating objects incrementally. Some of the restrictions applied to explicitassignments are then automatically satis�ed.1.2 Meta Syntax.1.2.1 Basic Grammar Language.The syntax of Abel will be given in an extended form of BNF.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.1. All terminal symbols are written as they appear, like +, a, or a.2. Non-terminals are represented by text set in roman font and enclosed in diamondbrackets, like the nonterminal hidenti. The roman text of a nonterminal may bepreceded by a quali�er, which is a text set in slanted font, as in htype identi. For thesigni�cance of quali�ers see section 1.2.2.3. Meta-brackets ([[ and ]]) may be used for grouping together right hand side elementswithout having to introduce auxiliary nonterminals.4. A raised question mark is used to indicate an optional element. Thus A? means[[A hemptyi]]5. A raised plus sign indicates an element iterated to occur one or more times, and anaccompanying subscript indicates a separating symbol. Thus A+B means[[A ABA ABABA ... ]]6. A raised asterisk indicates iteration zero or more times. Thus A�B means [[A+B]]?.1.2.2 Meta meta syntaxThe Abel de�ning language is a two-level grammar, in the sense that quali�ers of nonter-minals are themselves described by a meta-grammar. The latter is a very simple version ofBNF where the alternatives of a right hand side (as well as the left hand side) are singlequali�ers. The meta-rules are set in slanted font throughout. Example:module ::= group-module �� property-module �� type-moduleAny ordinary BNF rule whose left hand side is a quali�ed nonterminal, represents the set ofrules obtained by systematically replacing that quali�er by its terminal (meta-)derivations.(Any di�erently quali�ed nonterminal occurring in the right hand side stands for the dis-junction of its terminally quali�ed versions.) Thus, in the context of the above meta-rulethe following ordinary rule:hmodule i ::= hmodule headingi == hmodule rhsirepresents the following three rules:hgroup-module i ::= hgroup-module headingi == hgroup-module rhsihproperty-module i ::= hproperty-module headingi == hproperty-module rhsihtype-module i ::= htype-module headingi == htype-module rhsiFor convenience we add the following \meta-meta-rule":� Any quali�er is derivable from the empty one.Thus a BNF rule de�ning an unquali�ed nonterminal is understood as an en-bloc de�nitionof all quali�ed versions of that nonterminal, and the quali�ers in that case can be freelyused to convey informal semantic information. Example: In the context of the rules ofsection 1.3.2 each of the nonterminals hfunction identi, htype identi, etc., represent thesame syntactic category as hidenti.



1.3. LEXICOGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS. 71.3 Lexicographic Conventions.An Abel program consists of a sequence of symbols, each of which is either a single characteror a sequence of characters. The symbols are divided into the following groups. (In thefollowing subsections some of the nonterminals occurring in the grammatical de�nitions areinformally de�ned.)1.3.1 Separators.hseparatori ::= ( ) [ ] f g : ; : ; " ` ' ^ hspacingihspacingi ::= hspacing characteri+The spacing characters are the single space character and all non-printable characters, suchas the tabulation character and the end-of-line character. Spacing characters may be usedto separate symbols if they would otherwise be regarded as a single symbol. For example,in A � �2the characters � and � must be separated by spacing, or they would otherwise be taken asthe single symbol ��.Apart from separating adjacent symbols, spacing characters have inuence on neitherthe syntactic nor the semantic properties of an Abel text. They may therefore be freelyinserted between symbols to improve readability.1.3.2 Identi�ers.hidenti ::= hletteri [[hletteri hdigiti hunderscorei]]� hboldface numeralihletteri ::= a b : : : z A B : : : Zhdigiti ::= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9hunderscorei ::=hboldface numerali ::= hboldface digiti+hboldface digiti ::= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Identi�ers are prede�ned or user de�ned names on entities of the following categories:contexts, modules including types and classes, local types, functions including procedures,errors, branches, formal parameters, and variables of di�erent categories including programconstants. A naming mix�x, see section 1.4, counts as a function identi�er. The identi�erof each entity has one de�ning occurrence, and all applied occurrences must be locatedwithin the scope of the former. Scopes are individually de�ned for the di�erent languageconstructs, but for entities de�ned within a module instance (section 7.5) each scope islocated textually after the de�ning identi�er occurrence. These entities must be namedby distinct identi�ers, except for function overloading and entities with disjoint scopes.Quanti�ers (section 4.12) and case discriminators (section 4.10) may reintroduce identi�ersnaming local variables, in which case those of textually enclosing scopes become temporallyinaccessible.For convenience, identi�ers will be set in italic font in this document.Boldface numerals are default function identi�ers for tuple component selection, notusable for other purposes, see section 8.3.



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.1.3.3 Special symbols.hspecial symboli ::= [[hspecial characteri hboldface letteri hboldface digiti]]+hspecial characteri ::= hany ASCII character except escape, letter, digit,underscore, separator or spacing charihescapei ::= ~hboldface letteri ::= a b ... z A B ... ZSpecial symbols are sequences of special characters and boldface letters and digits. Boldfacescript is set apart from ordinary letters and digits in some prede�ned fashion. In thisdocument the boldface script will be set in a boldface font. On a user terminal theboldface script could be underlined or set in inverse video mode. If a program text is storedin some medium having no possibility of distinguishing letters and digits, the boldface scriptshould be pre�xed and terminated by the escape character tilde (~). A tilde followed by aletter or a digit turns on \boldface mode", and the next one turns it o�. Thus, the symbolsloop and 1-1 should be represented as ~loop~ and ~1-1~, respectively; notice that boldfacemode only a�ects letters and digits. This is the way boldface script is represented withinstring literals (section 1.3.4).Special symbols may be used to construct in�x and other \mix�x" functional notations,see section 1.4. However, some symbols are part of �xed language constructs and are notallowed as part of user de�ned mix�x notations. These \reserved" symbols are the following:all any array as assert assocassuming axioms binrel branch call caseclass coercion const context def defaultdo else elsif end endcase endconstendcontext endif endloop endon endprog endmoduleendvar error ex � fo forfork func genbas group if implementsimport in init include including invokejoin lemmas let loop module nino obs obsbas of on operothers partially prog property qua procrepeat return rev skip some subclasssubtype then lemmas total type varwhere while with one-oneIn addition several functions are prede�ned in mix�x notation, like arithmetic and Booleanoperators. These may be overloaded according to standard Abel rules, but the (leading)special symbols must not be used in other mix�x notations. This is a consequence of ageneral restriction stated in section 1.4.1.3.4 Literals.hliterali ::= hnumeric literali hstring literalihnumeric literali ::= hdigiti+hstring literali ::= ' [[hnormal string chari hspecial string chari]]�'hnormal string chari ::= hany printable ASCII char except apostrophe and escapeihspecial string chari ::= ~' ~~ ~(hnumeric literali)



1.4. APPLICATION PATTERNS. 9A numeric literal is a natural number in conventional decimal notaltion, except that leadingzeros are not necessarily suppressed. There is an implementation-de�ned upper limit to thesize of numeric literals. Those within the limit represent values of type Num, see section7.7.2.A string literal is a representation of a sequence of ASCII characters surrounded byapostrophes (0). All printable characters except apostrophes and escape characters arerepresented directly and the latter two by the pairs ~0 and ~~, respectively. Arbitrarycharacters may be represented as ~(n), where n is the numeric code equivalent. There is animplementation de�ned upper limit to the length of string literals. Those within the limitrepresent values of type String, see section 7.7.4. A string of length one may be seen as (iscoercible to) a value of type Char.Examples of string literals:" '+' 'a string' 'O~'Neill' '~~boldface~~'These literals represent string values of lenghts 0, 1, 8, 7, and 10. The last value in turnrepresents the text boldface.1.4 Application Patterns.appl-ptn ::= domain �� formal �� actual �� namingdomain ::= appldomain �� procdomainappldomain ::= funcdomain �� errordomain �� branchdomainformal ::= formalappl �� formalcallformalappl ::= funchead �� errorhead �� branchhead �� discriminatorformalcall ::= prochead �� discrimcallactual ::= application �� callapplication ::= funcappl �� domainpred �� errorappl �� branchapplhappl-ptn standardi ::= happl-ptn operatorihappl-ptn tuplei?happl-ptn tuplei ::= (happl-ptn operandi+, )happl-ptn mix�xi ::= happl-ptn operandi?hspecial symboli[[happl-ptn operandihspecial symboli]]� happl-ptn operandi?hfunction namei ::= hfunction identi hnaming mix�xihnaming operandi ::= ^Many constructs of Abel are patterned after function applications of which there are twosyntactic categories:� Standard notation: f or f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) (n > 0),where the main operator f is usually a function identi�er and x1; : : : ; xn are operands.� Mix�x notation, consisting of a strictly alternating sequence of operands and specialsymbols containing at least one special symbol. A function de�ned in mix�x nota-tion is named by the corresponding naming mix�x, which is the sequence of specialsymbols, in which each operand position is marked by the character ^.



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.A function application in mix�x notation may alternatively be expressed in standard no-tation using the naming mix�x as the main operator. For instance, the expression x + ywould be ^ + ^(x; y) in standard notation.The following constructs are application-like: function, procedure, error, and branchdomain de�nitions (chapters 2, 5), function, domain predicate, error, and branch applica-tions (chapters 4, 5), procedure calls (chapter 5), function, procedure, error, and branchheadings (chapters 6, 4, 5), and case discriminators (chapters 4, 5). In addition stand-alonetuple-like constructs are used in some contexts.Some kinds of mix�x notations may be nested. Ambiguity of parsing is then partlyprevented by the following restriction on user de�ned mix�x constructs.� No mix�x function name may contain the leading special symbol of another (regardingevery special symbol as atomic).1.5 Mix�x Operators.Parsing ambiguity of nested mix�x notations is possible only if a text containss1hoperandis2,where s1 and s2 are special symbols and there are mix�x function names of the forms :::s1^and ^s2::: . The ambiguity is resolved by �xed symbol priorities and a left association rulefor the case of equal priorities. The built-in unary and binary operators have the followingpriorities (high �rst). For operator symbols used in this document which are outside theASCII character set the ASCII representations are given in parantheses.1. . (dot notation)2. S, P3. " (��)4. �, =, mod5. +, � (both unary and binary), max, min6. `(!�);a(�!); à(!�!);#; ==; nn7. <, >, �(<=), �(>=), =, 6=(<>)8. not9. and, andthen, ^(& or =n)10. or, orelse, _(n=)11. implies, impthen, )(=>)12. ==



1.5. MIXFIX OPERATORS. 11All user de�ned mi�x notations are given the same priority as =. Notice that so calledclosed notations of the form s1^:::^sn are parsed unambiguously independent of priorities.Since all the above operator symbols are leading special symbols of mix�x notations,none of them is available for user de�ned notations. The same is true for the following\mix�x" constant functions: f,t (section 7.7.1), z (7.7.2), and e (7.7.4).The signs ! and used in this document are ASCII represented as �> and [ ]respectively. The former is a special symbol, but is not allowed as part of mix�x notations.Some built-in operator notations like assignment operators (section 5.2.3), default selec-tor functions (section 8.3), and several sequence type operations (section 7.7.4), as well asstandard functional notation and type expressions contain separator characters and there-fore are not mix�x notations in the strict sense of section 1.4. Parsing ambiguity is preventedby assigning maximal priority towards the left to all opening parantheses (, [, and f. Thereserved special symbols as, qua, and on are operators with left priority immediately abovethat of =. Both case- and if-constructs (though not mix�x notations in the strict sense)are closed notations parsed unambiguously.



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.



Chapter 2Function Signatures.function ::= ordinary �� specialhfunction signaturesi ::= hfunction headeri[[hfunction signatureiherror-parti�]]+,hfunction signaturei ::= hfunction domain-partihfunction codomain-partihordinary headeri ::= funchordinary domain-parti ::= hfuncdomain standardi hfuncdomain mix�xihfuncdomain operatori ::= hfunction identihappldomain operandi ::= [[htype labeli:]]?htype exprihtype labeli ::= hidentihordinary codomain-parti ::= =: hcodomainihcodomaini ::= htype expriThe above de�nitions should be read in the context of those of section 1.4. A functionsignature names a function and expresses its syntactic properties: type association, domain,codomain, and associated errors. This information is used for the purpose of expressionparsing and type control, as well as function overloading. The constituent function nameis a de�ning occurrence, whose scope is the remainder of the containing module instance(section 7.5), not including the signature itself. The domain of the function is the Cartesianproduct of the types occurring in the domain part, whether the latter is in standard or mix�xnotation (section 1.4). Notice that the domain may be an empty product, in which case thefunction is a constant. Type labels may be used to convey informal semantic informationabout the arguments of the function; technically they are user de�ned selector functions onthe argument tuple (see section 8.3), and may be used as implicit formal parameter namesin the function de�nition, if any, or as implicit formal variables of case discriminators if thefunction is a basic generator.A function is said to be associated with a type T if its signature has the home type T .The home type, if any, of a signature may be implicitly de�ned, or it may be explicitlyde�ned by pre�xing the signature with the type expression T , see sections 7.1 and 7.4. Itmay be referred to by the special symbol $$. A function associated with T is also called aT -function, and T is called the owner type of the function. If f is the name of a T-function,then its so called pre�xed name is `T `f .If a function signature has no home type the declared function is said to be free (of typeassociations). A free function must be declared by an ordinary signature. A free functionnamed f has the pre�xed name \f .All functions in the working module must have distinct pre�xed names. The lattertherefore are unique function identi�cations. The binding rules of applied function occur-13



14 CHAPTER 2. FUNCTION SIGNATURES.rences are, however, such that it normally su�ces to refer to a function by its unpre�xedname. In that sense the language provides for function \overloading". The owner type of afunction occurrence may be determined by the dominant argument, if any, or by the textualenvironment of the application, see section 7.5.The �rst occurrence of the home type in the domain part of a function signature identi-�es the dominant argument position of the declared function. All synonymous functions inthe working module must have the same or no dominant argument position. (This impliesthat a free function may not have the same name as an associated function with a domi-nant argument.) Arguments in non-dominant positions are (automatically) coerced to theexpected type, if possible.2.1 Domain predicates.For each function f with domain D, a function namedD f, called the domain (membership)predicate of f, is implicitly introduced:func D f(D) =: Booleanwhere the symbol f represents an ordinary identi�er or a "naming mix�x" notation (section1.4). Thus, a signature for f is really an abbreviation for two signatures, one for f and onefor D f. The D f function has the same domain, domain constraint if any, dominance, andowner type as f . It is strict and total (on the possibly constrained domain).Let e be a wellde�ned expression of the domain type whose value satis�es the domainconstraint, if any, of f . Then the expression D f(e) is t if f(e) is wellde�ned, otherwise f.D f is in general a non-executable function, but a non-recursive de�nition of f yields anexecutable de�nition of D f (see section 3.1.1).2.2 Special Signatures.special ::= initiator �� attribute �� nonstandardattribute ::= observer �� operatornonstandard ::= binop �� coercion �� procedurehinitiator headeri ::= inithinitiator domain-parti ::= hordinary domain-partihinitiator codomain-parti ::= hemptyihattribute domain-parti ::= hfuncdomain standardihobserver headeri ::= obshobserver codomain-parti ::= hordinary codomain-partihoperator headeri ::= operhoperator codomain-parti ::= hordinary codomain-parti?hbinop headeri ::= binrel assochbinop domain-parti ::= hspecial symbolihbinop codomain-parti ::= hemptyihcoercion headeri ::= coercionhcoercion domain-parti ::= htype exprihcoercion codomain-parti ::= hemptyihprocedure headeri ::= proc



2.2. SPECIAL SIGNATURES. 15hprocedure domain-parti ::= hprocdomain standardihprocdomain operatori ::= hprocedure identihprocdomain operandi ::= @?[[htype labeli:]]?htype exprihprocedure codomain-parti ::= hordinary codomain-parti?Special signatures are only meaningful if the home type is de�ned, say as T , and repre-sent signatures where T is implicitly part of the domain and/or the codomain.A T -function may be classi�ed as a T -initiator (init) if its codomain is T and T does notoccur in the domain. A corresponding special signature is an abbreviation of an ordinaryfunction signature. (In the following signatures parentheses should be deleted as necessaryif U or V or both are type products or U is empty.)init f(U) stands for func f(U) =: TA T -function whose domain contains T may be classi�ed as a T -operator (oper) or a T -observer (obs), according to whether T occurs in the codomain or not. The correspondingspecial signatures also stand for ordinary signatures (in which mix�x notation has beenabused to denote standard dot notation).obs f(U) =: V stands for func $:T:f(U) =: Voper f(U) stands for func $:T:f(U) =: Toper f(U) =: V stands for func $:T:f(U) =: (T; V )Standard functional notation is required here, and the function name must be an ordinaryidenti�er. The implicit domain component of a T -observer or T -operator corresponds to thedominant parameter, which is provided by dot notation. (The implicit formal parameter isnamed $.) For that reason functions declared obs or oper are called attribute functions.The dominant parameter position in this case has the ordinal number zero (cf. section 8.3).Binary T-relations (binrel) and associative binary T-operators (assoc) may be intro-duced by special signatures:binrel o stands for func ToT =: Booleanassoc o stands for func ToT =: Twhere o is a special symbol to serve as an in�x operator. Relational operators introducedas binrel are treated in a special way syntactically, in that e1 o1 e2 o2 e3 ::: abbreviates(e1 o1 e2) andthen (e2 o2 e3) andthen :::(the andthen operator is de�ned in section 4.11). For every operator introduced as assoc,a lemma of the form x o (y o z) = (x o y o z)is added automatically, agged \unproven".The purpose of a T -associated coercion function is to provide a mapping from T -valuesto values of some other type, which preserves meaning in some suitable sense. The specialsignaturecoercion U stands for func $:T as U =: U



16 CHAPTER 2. FUNCTION SIGNATURES.where mix�x notation has been abused to denote a unary post�x function named \^as U",U a type expression. When a coercion function has been introduced in this way the typeT is said to be coercible to U . The function will implicitly be applied to every expressionof type T occurring where a type U expression is required. See also section 4.7.A procedure is a special kind of operator which must be associated to a class-like type(section 7.4). A procedure signatureproc f(@U; V ) =: W stands for func $:T:f(U; V ) =: (T;U;W )A procedure is an attribute function in the sense that the implicit parameter is the dominantone, and is provided by dot notation. A function application of the procedure f , say t:f(u; v)where t, u, and v are expressions of the appropriate types, is non-executable but legal andmeaningful. An executable procedure invocation must take the form of a call statement(section 5.?), say call @tt:f(@uu; v) =: wwwhere tt, uu, and ww are updatable variables of the appropriate types satisfying certaindisjointness requirements. An updatable variable is either a program variable, an updatableparameter, an updatable discriminator operand, or a component of an updatable variableidenti�ed through subscription and/or selection.The parameter positions (zero or more) marked by the update symbol @, as well as theimplicit type T position, correspond to update parameters whose values may be changedas the result of a call to f . They must occur �rst in the list, and their types must beclass-like. The actual update parameters of a call must be program variables marked bythe update symbol. Axiomatically the above call statement is equivalent to the followingnon-executable assignment operation.(tt; uu;ww) := tt:f(uu; v)2.3 Errors.herror-parti ::= error herrordomain standardiherrordomain operatori ::= herror identiA partial function f may have a number of associated errors which correspond to distinctsituations of abnormal termination of f , caused by explicit error-expressions in the functionbody. Errors may be parameterized in order to bring information from an error applicationin the function body to an \error handler". See section 4.3.



Chapter 3Logical Foundation3.1 Axiomatic BasisSince we allow partial functions, an expression may not always denote a value. When anexpression does not denote a value, it is said to be illde�ned (and its value is an error).Conversely, when an expression denotes a value, it is said to be wellde�ned. An executableexpression is wellde�ned if, and only if, its evaluation terminates normally. For each value ofits free variables, an expression is either wellde�ned or illde�ned. (If the expression involvesnon-constructively characterized functions, its value may be \unde�ned" in the sense thatits value is not known.)Since the Abel expression language allows partial functions and error-values, traditional�rst order logic is unsatisfactory. The Abel semantics is based on a modi�ed version of �rstorder logic (with equality) which caters for illde�ned expressions as well. This logic, calledWeak Logic [Owe 84], may be thought of as a variant of tree-valued many-sorted logic withspecialized concepts of validity and wellde�nedness. Weak Logic was designed to allowsimple and natural speci�cation and reasoning about partial functions. For instance, inorder to automate expression simpli�cation and theorem proving, it is essential that thetheory of term rewriting systems (based on total functions) is easily adapted to Weak Logic.In order to allow simple speci�cations, it was desired that error conditions should not haveto be explicitly present in every axiom and lemma, but should be de�ned once and for all byde�nitions or axioms of a special kind (about domain-predicates, see below). In particular,implementation errors reecting capacity limits should be dealt with in such a way thatthey can be ignored at more abstract levels of speci�cation.The main characteristics of Weak Logic is its concept of validity and the wellde�nednessproperties of its prede�ned constructs, in particular universal and existential quanti�cation.In order to explain and motivate these concepts, the following terminology is used. Aconstruct is said to be strict if an illde�ned argument yields an illde�ned result. A strictconstruct is said to be total if it is wellde�ned for all wellde�ned arguments. A constructis said to be monotonic if, by replacing a wellde�ned argument by an illde�ned one, theresult becomes illde�ned or remains unchanged. A formula (Boolean expression) is said tobe monotonic if, whenever it is valid, it remains valid when replacing a subexpression byan illde�ned expression. As a consequence, a formula is monotonic if it satis�es certainsyntactic requirements restricting the use of non-monotonic constructs.In Weak Logic all non-strict constructs are prede�ned, and all user de�ned functionsare strict as a consequence of the parameter passing rules. In particular, equality (=), the17



18 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATIONexecutable Boolean operators not, and, or, implies, and the domain-predicates are strictand total. The if-construct, as well as the prede�ned non-executable Boolean operators^;_;), are non-strict and monotonic. The quanti�ers are non-monotonic.Wellde�nedness. In order to formalize the wellde�nedness of an expression, we intro-duce a non-monotonic syntactic operator �, de�ned by structural induction over theexpression language, see chapter 4. The �-operator takes an expression e to a Booleanexpression, denoted �[e], such that �[e] is true if, and only if, e is wellde�ned; andsuch that �[�[e]] is a propositional tautology. For instance, �[if e then e1 else e2 �]is de�ned as �[e] ^ if e then �[e1] else �[e2] �The wellde�nedness of a function application is de�ned in terms of the domain-predicate (which is strict and total). For instance the formula�[P x]where x : Nat and P is the predecessor operation, is reduced to D P which may besimpli�ed to x 6= 0 (given the Abel de�nition of Nat). Since an expression with freevariables may be wellde�ned for some values of the free variables and illde�ned forothers, �[e] will in general be a boolean expression over the free variables of e.By means of the �-operator it is possible withinWeak Logic to express wellde�nednessproperties of expressions.Validity. The Weak Logic validity of a wellde�ned formula corresponds to that of tradi-tional �rst order logic. The validity of a formula P which is not always wellde�ned isequivalent to the validity of the wellde�ned formulaif �[P ] then P else t �(where the if-construct has the obvious semantics) expressing that P is trivially validwhenever P is illde�ned. This \weak" interpretation of validity has given Weak Logicits name. Notice that a propositional tautology is valid, such as PornotP , even if itcontains partial functions or predicates.Due to this concept of validity, axioms and lemmas, involving partial functions, canbe written in a short and natural form where conditions guarding against errors areimplicit rather than explicit. For instance, the axioma=b � b = awhere a; b : Nat, is valid even though division by zero is de�ned as an error. Theformula s:push(x):pop = swhere s : StackfTg; x : T , expresses a property about abstract stacks; however, itis valid also for bounded stacks for which the push-operation may result in the erroroverow. This formula is an example of a monotonic formula. In general a monotonicformula expressing some property about abstract objects remains valid in the sense ofWeak Logic for any partial implementation. The fact that capacity constraints in thisway may be ignored at abstract levels of speci�cation is essential in order to obtainat all manageable formal statements about most real systems. The validity conceptof Weak Logic can be seen as a generalization of the idea of partial correctness ofprograms.



3.1. AXIOMATIC BASIS 19Universal and existential quanti�cation. The free variables in the formulas givenabove should be understood as universally quanti�ed over their respective types. Con-sequently, the meaning of the universal quanti�cation all x : T j P where P may beillde�ned, is equivalent toall x : T j if �[P ] then P else t �which is wellde�ned and has the obvious meaning. Thus, the formulaall x : Integer j x=x = 1expresses that for all integers x except 0, x=x is 1.The meaning of an existential quanti�cation, say ex x : T j P , is de�ned asnot all x : T j not Pwhich is wellde�ned and is equivalent toex x : T j if �[P ] then P else f �In a monotonic formula written on prenex form, there may not be any existentialquanti�ers.The Boolean operators ^; _; ). The ^ operator is symmetric and yields f if one (orboth) argument is f even if the other argument is illde�ned.p _ q is equivalent to not(not p ^ not q)p ) q is equivalent to not p _ qNotice that both ^ and _ are associative. These non-strict Boolean operators arede�ned as non-executable (however, it would be possible to evaluate them by meansof parallel processes with exits).By means of the wellde�nedness-operator (�) it is possible to reason about errors andabsence of errors. Although an illde�ned formula such as x=0 = 1 is trivially valid inWeak Logic, it is possible within Weak Logic to express and to prove that a formula P iswellde�ned and true; this is expressed by the formula�[P ] ^ PPresence of errors can be expressed as in the formulalth(s) = max ) not �[s:push(x)]which states a condition which makes s:push(x) result in error.3.1.1 Formalization of error handlingThe formalism introduced so far is su�cient for reasoning about errors in a language withouterror (or exception) handling. However, it is not suited as the axiomatic basis for a languagewith error handling, because there is no means of reasoning about named errors. Forinstance, in order to reason about the postscripted expressionf(5) on X! e no



20 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATIONwe may need to prove something about when error X is propagated from f . For thispurpose we introduce strong (non-strict and non-monotonic) equality ==. Intuitively,e1 == e2 is true if either both e1 and e2 are wellde�ned and e1 = e2, or both e1 and e2 areillde�ned and result in identical errors, and is false otherwise. For instance, the formulaf(5) == f error Xexpresses that the f associated error X is propagated from f(5).The meaning of f(5) on X! e no can then be explained in terms of strong equality asif f(5) == f error X then e else f(5) �provided X is the only error declared in the signature of f .Strong equality will also serve as the formal basis for rewrite rule systems because itallows the following substitution rule: 1j- e1 == e2 ; j- :::e1:::j- :::e2:::With strong equality the formula �[P ]^P can be expressed as P == t. Similarly, P == fexpresses that P is wellde�ned and false.Formally, strong equality is introduced as an equivalence relation which satis�es thesubstitution rule above, as well as the rules and axioms below, and �[e1 == e2] is de�nedas t. The relationship between equality and strong equality is expressed by the rulej- e1 = e2 ; j- �[(e1; e2)]j- e1 == e2The rules below formalizes how strong equality treats error values.Error distinctness axiomsThe following axioms state that strong equality over errors is the identity relation.not error == f error ..not f error :: == g error :: where f and g are distinct function namesnot f error X:: == f error Y:: where X and Y are distinctnot a = b ) not f error X(a) == f error X(b)where an error X associated to f is written as f error X, and where f error :: representsany error associated with f .Propagation rulesFor the purpose of language clarity and security, the set of errors that may be propagatedfrom an expression e is severely limited and is determined by simple textual analysis.Speci�cally, e may only result in a g-error if either this g-error or a (non-formal) application1In a language without exception handling a corresponding equivalence relation e1 == e2 satisfyingsubstitutivity could be de�ned asif �[e1] ^�[e2] then e1 = e2 else not �[e1] ^ not �[e2] �



3.1. AXIOMATIC BASIS 21of g is textually occurring in e (including implicit applications of coercions). For the samereasons an error caused by a function application may only be handled in a postscript tothat application.As a consequence of the strict parameter passing rules, the parameters to a function areevaluated before the the function is evaluated; if the evaluation of the parameters yields anerror, that error is propagated. The same holds for error parameters as well as if-tests andcase-discriminands, which are also strict: This is formalized by the axioms:f(
) == 
f error E(
) == 
case 
 of ::: fo == 
if 
 then ::: � == 
let x = 
 in ::: ni == 
where 
 denotes any associated error (possibly parameterized), or the anonymous error.In the case where a function has several parameters and one or more of them yielderror, then the leftmost error is propagated. This is formalized by the following rule forpropagation from tuples: j- �[(e1; e2; ::; ei)]j- (e1; e2; ::; ei;
; ::) == 
where the premise reduces to t in the case where i is 0. This rule also de�nes propagationfrom the boolean operators ^; _; ), in the cases where they are illde�ned; for instance,(
1 ^ 
2) == 
1An illde�ned function application, f(e), results in an error propagated from e, if e isillde�ned, as already explained. Otherwise, it results in an f-error, or the anonymous error,as formalized by the axiomall x : T j D f(x)_(f(x) == error) _(f(x) == f error X1)_(f(x) == f error X2)_ :::where T is the domain of f and X1, X2, ... are the errors declared in the signature of f .For a parameterized f-error say Xi(T i) the corresponding disjunct should be:ex y : T i j f(x) == f error Xi(y)The semantics of postscripts is formalized as follows:f(a) on::[] Xi(y)!Hi []::no == if D f(a) then f(a)...elsif any y : T i j f(a) == f error Xi(y) then Hi...else error �where the else-part corresponds to the implicit or explicit others-part of the postscript, andwhere T i is the type of the parameters to f-error Xi, if any. In the case where Xi hasno value-parameters, the any-expression reduces to f(a) == f error Xi. Notice that apostscript without an else-part will turn an unhandled error into the anonymous error.



22 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATION3.1.2 Weak Logic TheoryA Weak Logic theory is a triple hL,R,Ai where L is a formula language, R is a set ofproof rules, and A is a set of axioms. A theory may contain any number of user-de�nedsignatures, proof rules and axioms in addition to the prede�ned ones. For conveniencewe shall assume that in axioms and proof rules all type checking, coercion, and bindingof function identi�ers have been performed. Consequently, type declarations need not bepart of the theory, except for variable declarations involving subtypes. The semantics ofsubtypes may be explained by rewriting expressions of formQ x : ST j pwhere Q is a quanti�er and ST is a subtype of T , as� Q x : T j x isin ST ) p , if Q is all� Q x : T j x isin ST ^ p , if Q is ex, some, or any.The semantics of an Abel module instance M (see 7.5) is de�ned as the Weak Logictheory hL,R,Ai where the user-de�ned parts of L,R, and A are determined by the expressionlanguage of the module instance, the basis statements in M, and the axioms and functionde�nitions in M.A function de�nition, say def f(x) == emay be seen as an abbreviation for the following axiom and proof rule:� all x : T j f(x) ==< e >where T is the domain of f , and where < e > is e with every (non-formal) functionapplication without a postscript augmented by the empty postscript on no (for afunction without associated errors this augmentation may be omitted), and in addi-tion, with all function, error, and coercion bindings performed, as described in section7.5 steps 4 and 5.Notice that this axiom does explain the identity of error-values. Also notice that theaxiom implies the two axioms f(x) =< e > and D f(x) = �[< e >] and implicationthe other way holds if f has no associated errors.� (all x : T j D f(x) ) P ) j- �[e] ) Pj- D f(x) ) Pwhich expresses least �x point semantics for recursive function de�nitions. It followsthat non-terminating recursion results in the anonymous error.For a function f characterized non-constructively, the user may explicitly state desired errorconditions by means of axioms characterizing D f , and also specify error value identity bymeans of strong equality.



3.2. BASIS STATEMENTS 233.2 Basis Statementshbasis stmti ::= hgenbas stmti hobsbas stmtihgenbas stmti ::= one-one?genbas hfunction namei+,hobsbas stmti ::= obsbas hfunction namei+,There must be an identi�ed home type (section 7.1) for any basis statement, and thefunctions listed must be associated with that type. Basis statements are used to de�ne thevalue set of the home type. It is required that the value set of any non-formal type becompletely de�ned. That is achieved by providing either a one-one genbas statement ora genbas statement and an obsbas statement, see below.3.2.1 Generator BasisA generator basis for a type T is a list of functions called it (basic) T-generators. Thegenerators must be T-producers, i. e. functions whose codomain is T . The �rst functionlisted must be a it relative T-constant, i. e. a function with no argument of type T ). Forhome type T the statement genbas g1; g2; :::; gnidenti�es the generator basis of T . It is thereby expressed that all T -values may be �nitelygenerated by means of the functions listed. The set of T -value denotations is de�ned as theset of variable-free expressions of type T consisting of basic T -generator applications andpossibly value denotations of other types. These facts are expressed formally by adding thefollowing proof rule to the logic:P tt1 ; P tt2 ; ::; P ttki j- P tgi(xi) ; i = 1; 2; :::; nj- all t : T j Pwhere xi is a list of distinct variables not free in P , containing t1; :::; tki : T; ki � 0; i =1; 2; ::; n. The rule expresses the principle of generator induction introduced by the genbas-statement.Basic generators are by de�nition total functions.The default value of T is de�ned as g1 if that is a constant function, otherwise as g1(d)where d is the default value of the domain of g1.A generator basis de�nes a partial complexity-ordering over the set of T -value denota-tions. A denotation of form g(::; �; ::), where � is a T -value denotations, is said to be morecomplex than �.A one-one generator basis expresses that T -values generated di�erently are di�erentor, in other words, every T -value has a unique denotation (given that constituent valuedenotations of other types are unique). Then T -equality amounts to syntactic equality onvalue denotations. Formally, a one-one basis de�nes T -equality by axioms of the form:not g(w) = g0(w0)g(w) = g(v) ) w = vwhere there is one axiom of the �rst kind for each pair of distinct basic generators, g andg0, and one of the second kind for each basic generator g, and where w, w0, and v areappropriate lists of distinct variables. These axioms together with the standard congruenceaxioms de�ne the equality relation on T completely. The following constructive de�nitionis consistent with these axioms.



24 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATIONdef x = y == case (x; y) of...(g(w); g0(w0)) ! f(g(w); g(v)) ! (w) = (v)... foIt follows that equality de�ned by a one-one generator basis is executable, provided thatall other types occurring in the generator domains have executable equality relations.3.2.2 Observation BasisFor a given home type T the statementobsbas h1; h2; ; :::; hmwhere m � 1, de�nes an observation basis for the type T . The functions listed are calledbasic T -observers. The statement de�nes any two T -value denotations x and y as equal ifall observations by means of basic observers yield the same result for x and y. The followingproof rule is introduced::::; j- all v : V; w : W j h(v; x; w) == h(v; y; w); :::j- x = ywhere there is a premise for each T -argument of each basic observer function h, with domainof form (V; T;W ), where v : V and w : W denote appropriate variable lists, and x; y : T .This rule, together with the standard congruence axioms, de�nes the equality relation onT completely and implies an analogous explicit de�nition.def x = y == ::: ^ (all v : V; w :W j h(v; x; w) == h(v; y; w)) ^ :::It follows that equality de�ned through an observation basis is executable only if each basicobserver is unary.There must be at least one T -observer in an observation basis and no T -initiator. Ifit contains any T -operator, then it is required that its de�nition reduces the complexityof T -value denotations. This implies that repeated application of them to a T -value musteventually stop. It also implies that an observation basis must be disjoint from the generatorbasis.3.3 Axiomshaxiomsi ::= axioms hfree variable parti?haxiomi+,hfree variable parti ::= (hfree variable listi)hfree variable listi ::= [[hfree variable identi+, :htype expri]]+,haxiomi ::= hBoolean expriA list of axioms of arbitrary form may be used to characterize semantically one or morefunctions. They need not provide a complete characterization, but they should be logicallyconsistent, or more precisely: they should preserve the consistency of the underlying logicalsystem. Although non-constructive axioms provide a more exible speci�cation tool thando constructive de�nitions, they are also more dangerous; it is entirely up to the user to



3.4. LEMMAS 25prove that logical consistency is maintained, and the mechanized tools for formal reasoningwith free axioms are less powerful.All free variables used in the axioms must be declared in the free variable part. Theyare understood as being universally quanti�ed over their respective types. A variable listx; y : T is an abbreviation for x : T; y : T .Examplefunc max(SeqfTg) =: T ;...axioms (s : SeqfTg)ex i :Nat1 j s[i] = max(s) ,all j :Nat1 j s[j] � max(s)These axioms characterize the function max completely in a non-constructive way, relativeto the other functions occurring.3.4 Lemmashlemmasi ::= lemmas htyped param listi?hlemmai+,hlemmai ::= hBoolean exprihfunction defihbasis stmtihimplements stmtihproperty-module expriA lemma states a formula or property which should follow from the given axioms andproof rules. There is an obligation to prove every lemma within the Weak Logic theory ofthe working module. Lemmas that are proved are tagged \proven"; lemmas that are notyet proved are tagged \not proven". For each proven lemma, it is recorded which otherlemmas were actually used in the proof. Since axioms and basis statements of a propertymay be turned into lemmas (see section 7.5), dependencies of such items are also recorded.3.4.1 Implements statementhimplements stmti ::= implements partially?htype expri?hequivalence clausei?hequivalence clausei ::= equiv ( hfunction namei+, )Only constants and formal parameters (of home type) may occur as value parameters inhtype expri. If the keyword partially is not present, the implementation is said to be total.An implements statement expressing that HT implements (partially or totally) T isnecessary in order to use a type expression of form T by HT (see section 7..). The imple-ments statement implements T states that the home type HT is an implementation ofT , in the following sense:� Functions in T may or may not be implemented inHT ; however, all basic T -generatorsmust be constructively implemented in HT . For each implemented T -function f thereis a HT -function f 0 with the same signature (replacing T by HT ), except as follows:



26 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATION{ The names of the two functions may di�er, in that case the correspondence mustbe given by a renaming clause in the type expression for T (as explained insection 7.1).{ The name of the i-th error in the signature of f may di�er from the name of thei-th error in the signature of f 0; if so, the �rst error is renamed by the latter.{ f 0 may have more associated errors than f . These additional f 0-errors are calledimplementation errors.Equality over T in general corresponds to an equivalence relation over HT , denotedequiv (which is total). The equivalence relation may be given explicitly by an equiv-alence clause, specifying an \observation basis" for the HT -equivalence (de�ned in amanner analogous to that of section 3.2.2), otherwise, a de�nition of equiv is derivedfrom that of T -equality.� Every T -value can be represented as a HT -value. For this reason, it is required thateach basic T -generator is constructively de�ned in HT , or is a basic HT -generator.In the presence of the keyword partially, a T -function may be partially implementedin HT , reecting capacity constraints on the representation. This means that someT -values cannot be represented (except as implementation errors).� As explained below, the statement implements T implies that for every provableT -lemma, the corresponding HT -lemma is also valid (at least in a subtype of HT ,as explained below). The weaker statement implements partially T ensures thatthis is true for every provable T -lemma which is monotonic and without occurrencesof domain-predicates of T -functions. In particular, an observation of a T -value isequal to the corresponding observation of the corresponding HT -value. This includesobservation of error values, except in the case of an implements partially statement,where a T -expression may correspond to an implementation error.Proof requirementsThe correspondence between T and HT is formalized by an abstraction mapping A fromT 0 to T (in the case of a partial implementation, to a subset of T ), where T 0 is the subtypeof HT whose value set is the set of HT -values spanned by the list prod0 of all implementedT -producers. Thus the subtype T 0 satis�es the lemma genbas prod0 in the sense that thecorresponding induction rule is valid.The signature binrel equiv and the axiom total equiv is included in T 0 (as the T 0-function corresponding to T -equality), and its semantics may be speci�ed by an equivalence-clause in the implements statement. Also appropriate signatures matching those of T areadded, unless provided by the user.Formally, an implements T statement means that the theory consisting of T , T 0, and theaxioms 3.1-3 below regarding A is a consistent theory. (This formalization requires thatthe basic T -generators are implemented constructively in T 0.) The abstraction mappingfrom T 0 to T must satisfy the following two axiom schemas:A(f 0(w)) == f(w0) providedD f 0(w); for producers (3.1)f 0(w) == f(w0) providedD f 0(w); for non� producers (3.2)



3.4. LEMMAS 27where w is a variable list appropriate for f 0, and w0 is equal to w except that each T 0-variable, say x, is replaced by A(x), and f 0 denotes the HT -function that corresponds tof . It follows that each HT -function f 0 must satisfyD f 0(w) ) D f(w0):If the stronger requirement D f 0(w) = D f(w0)holds, the function f is said to be totally implemented; otherwise it is said to be partiallyimplemented. If the basic generators of T are totally implemented then every T -value hasa representation in T 0, and if all T-functions are totally implemented then T itself is saidto be totally implemented, otherwise partially implemented.For a partial implementation of T the following requirement must be satis�ed in additionto (3.1) and (3.2),all x : T 0j_i ((ex w :WijA(x) == A(g0i(w))) ^ w << x) (3.3)where each g0i corresponds to the T-generator gi, Wi is its domain, and w << x means thatany T 0-component of w, say y, is such that A(y) is less complex than A(x). The purpose of(3.3) is to ensure that T -induction carries over to the set T 0=equiv. If the generator basisof T has the one-one property the conjuncts w << x are redundant, and so is (3.3) itself ifthe implementation of each T -generator is total.The abstraction mapping is strict; and the following propagation axioms explain thecorrespondence between HT -errors and T -errors:A(error) == errorA(< implementation error >) == errorA(f 0 error X 0) == f error Xwhere error X 0 has the same position in the signature of f 0 as X does in that of f .As a consequence of an implements T -statement, for a provable T -lemma e, the T 0-lemma e0 is valid, where e0 is obtained from e by �rst replacing any case-construct with adiscriminand of type T by the corresponding if any-construct, as explained in section 4.11,and then replacing every occurrence of T by T 0, every occurrence of a T -function f (in-cluding T -equality) by the corresponding T 0-function f 0, and renaming errors, as explainedabove. In the case of a partial implementation, e must be a monotonic formula and maynot refer to domain predicates of partially implemented functions.The consistency requirement above forms a simple formalization of an implements-statement, independent of a particular proof strategy. For proof purposes, it may be morepractical to prove a set of stronger, but �nitely provable, requirements. For instance, itis su�cient to prove as T 0-lemmas the translation (as explained above) of all explicit T -axioms, as well asA-axiom (3.3), where the translation of T -de�nitions of non-implementedfunctions may be assumed. Rather than proving the whole set of translated congruenceaxioms for the equivrelation, it is usually more practical to prove an explicit de�nition ofequivusing the A-axiom (x equiv y) == (A(x) = A(y))and possibly induction with respect to the generator basis prod0. It may also be useful toestablish a representation invariant I by proving all x : T 0 j I(x) using prod0-induction.



28 CHAPTER 3. LOGICAL FOUNDATIONWhereas the proof of a theorem of the form all x : T 0jP usually requires induction withrespect to prod0, it is often the case thatall x : HT jI(x))Pis provable directly, for a su�ciently strong invariant I, cf. [Dahl 77].Certain problems pertaining to the implements relation remain to be dis-cussed.



Chapter 4Expressionshexpri ::= hliterali (hexpri) hvariableihfunction applicationihapplicative postscripti�herror expri hexpr tuplei hspecial predicatei hsequence related notationihquali�ed expri hlet-expri hcase-expri hif-expri hquanti�cationiThe Abel expression language is a purely functional language, without side e�ects andwith strong typing. There are expression constructs that enable e�cient evaluation usablein executable code, as well as non-executable constructs to be used in formal reasoning.Constructs are executable unless otherwise is explicitly stated.Literals are de�ned in section 1.3.4. Parentheses are used in the traditional way toindicate the nesting of expressions and, in addition, to form tuples.4.1 Variables.hvariablei ::= hvariable identi hboldface numerali $Variables are, or may be, introduced by (de�ning occurrences contained in) the followingconstructs:� function and procedure headings (chapter 6), as well as error and branch headings(sections 4.3 and 5.2.4), introducing variables called formal arguments or formal pa-rameters,� discriminators (section 4.10), introducing formal variables,� quanti�cations (section 4.12), axioms (section 3.3), and lemmas (section 3.4), intro-ducing bound or quanti�ed variables,� let-expressions (section 4.9), introducing let-variables,� subtype modules (section 7.4.2), introducing value parameters, and� var- and const-declarations of an imperative statement list, introducing program vari-ables and program constants, respectively.Every variable has a unique type, either de�ned explicitly in a construct of the formhvariable identi : htype expri29



30 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONSor de�ned implicitly. Boldface numerals may be implicitly introduced in headings anddiscriminators, see section 4.10, and the special symbol $ denotes the implicit parameter oftype constraints (section 7.4.2) and functions declared obs, oper, or proc(section 6.3)Any applied variable occurrence may be considered a wellde�ned expression.�[x] == tThat is mainly because all user de�ned functions are strict, so that operationally speakingthe formal parameters represent wellde�ned values, and because in an imperative contextprogram variables and program constants are initialized at the time of declaration.4.2 Function Applications.hfunction applicationi ::= hfuncappl standardi hfuncappl mix�xihfuncappl operatori ::= hfunction namei hpre�xed functioni hdotted functionihpre�xed functioni ::= `hfunction pre�xi`hfunction nameihfunction pre�xi ::= htype expri hemptyihdotted functioni ::= hexpri.[[hfunction namei hboldface numerali]]hfuncappl operandi ::= hexpriA function introduced in mix�x notation may be applied in either mix�x or standardnotation; in the latter case the function name is the \naming mix�x" (section 1.4) derivedfrom the \domain mix�x" of the signature, rather than an ordinary function identi�er.There are two variants of standard notation in which the application operator is afunction name specially embellished.� Pre�xed function, of the form `T `f where T is a type or empty: A nonempty func-tion pre�x T is used to identify the owner type of the function (or a subtype notreintroducing f). Thereby the function is uniquely identi�ed, independent of thestandard binding rules of the language. The notation \f refers to the (one and onlycurrently de�ned) free function f . This notation is not meanongful for the applicationof non-attribute functions.� Dotted function, of the form e:f , where e is an expression: This notation is used forattribute functions (declared obs, oper, or proc). The pre�xing expression is thedominant argument of f , and its value may be thought of as the \owner object" ofthe function e:f in the sense of traditional object oriented programming.All functions are strict, except the following built in ones.==; ^; _; ); andthen; orelse; impthen;(see section 3.1 and 4.11), as well as some special notations described in the followingsections. Thus, an ordinary function application is wellde�ned if and only if the argumentsare wellde�ned and satisfy the domain predicate of the function.�[f(e)] == �[e] ^D f(e)If e is wellde�ned the application f(e), where f is de�ned bydef f(x) == ee;



4.3. POSTSCRIPTS 31is equivalent to < ee >xeeven with respect to identity of error values (see section 3.1.2). If e is illde�ned, the valueof f(e) is that of e. This is true also if e (really \(e)") is a tuple, in which case the value isthat of the leftmost illde�ned argument.4.3 Postscriptserror ::= applicative error �� imperative errorhapplicative error postscripti ::= on happlicative error handleri+ noherror handleri ::= herror headingi+, !herror bodyiherror headingi ::= herrorhead standardi othersherrorhead operatori ::= herror identiherrorhead operandi ::= hdiscriminator operandihapplicative error bodyi ::= hexpriConsider a postscript applied to an expression e with main operator f . The error headingsof the error handlers are formal error applications patterned after the domains of errorsassociated with f . The operands are analogous to those of case discriminators, introducingexplicit or implicit formal parameters, see section 4.10. The scope of the formal parametersof an error heading is the corresponding error body, and several headings may correspondto one body according to rules analogous to those of case discriminators. The headingothers if present, must be the last one of the postscript, and represents the list of errorsassociated with f which are not listed explicitly (all operands implicit). The type of eacherror body must be coercible to that of e.If the value of e is error E(t) and the postscript contains a matching error handlerE(p)! ee, then the postscripted expression is equivalent to eept (or to ee if E has noparameters), coerced to the type of e if necessary, provided that the actual parametertuple (t) is wellde�ned. If the parameters are illde�ned the postscripted expression has thevalue error (anonymous). If e is wellde�ned or there is no matching error handler in thepostscript, the value is that of the unpostscripted expression e itself.4.4 Error Expressionsherror expri ::= error herror pre�xi?error herror applicationiherror pre�xi ::= hfunction namei hpre�xed functioniherror applicationi ::= herrorappl standardiherrorappl operatori ::= herror identiherrorappl operandi ::= hexpriThe value of an error expression is either anonymous error, or it is an error named byan error application. Any named error textually occurring within the body of a functionf must be unpre�xed, and must be named by an application of an error associated withf . Operationally its evaluation terminates the current invocation of f and may invokean error handler, viz. if the current application (call) of f has a postscript containing amatching handler. If not, the error is treated as an anonymous error which causes abnormaltermination of the whole program execution.



32 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONSError expressions occurring outside de�nition bodies must be pre�xed by the functionto which it is associated. �[:::error :::] == f4.5 Tuples.hexpr tuplei ::= happlication tupleiAn expression tuple may be regarded as an application of a polymorphic tupling functionwhose domain and codomain both are equal to the product of the types of the operands.The function has no associated errors. There is, however, no unary tupling function, andthe parentheses of a singleton tuple are redundant, unless required for correct parsing orbecause the tuple is part of an application pattern. Non-trivial tuples are not associative.A tuple (e1; e2; :::; en), where n > 1 is said to be of order n. Since a type product oforder n has the default selector functions 1, 2,...,n (see section 8.3), each of them may beused to select a component of a tuple, explicit or not, of order n.A tuple is wellde�ned if all its components are wellde�ned; otherwise its value is thatof the leftmost illde�ned component.�[(e1; e2; :::; en)] == �[e1] ^�[e2] ^ ::: ^�[en]4.6 Special Predicates.hspecial predicatei ::= hsubtype testi hdomain-predicateihsubtype testi ::= hexpriisinhtype exprihdomain-predicatei ::= hdomainpred standardihdomainpred operatori ::= D hfunction nameihdomainpred operandi ::= hexpriLet T0; T1; :::; Tn; n � 0 be a sequence of types such that T0 is a basetype, and Tk is a directsubtype of Tk � 1 with constraint Ck (possibly empty), 0 < k � n. (See section 7.4.) Let ebe an expression whose basetype is T0. Then the expression e isin Tn means(C1)$e andthen ::: andthen (Cn)$eprovided e and T are wellde�ned. Otherwise the subtype test is an anonymous error.A domain-predicate tests whether or not a function application is wellde�ned. Thus,D f(x) and xisin T are equivalent if T is the domain of f . If the domain of f is constrainedthe user has the proof obligation to prove that the operand tuple of the domain-predicatestrongly satis�es the constraint.4.7 Sequence Related Notations.hsequence related notationi ::= [hexpri+, ] [hexpri;hexpri] [hexpri..hexpri]hsequence expri[hexpri]hsequence expri[hexpri;hexpri]hsequence expri[hexpri..hexpri]hsequence expri[hexpri! hexpri]



4.8. QUALIFIED EXPRESSIONS 33A number of special sequence related notations using square brackets are built in by ad-hocsyntax. They are de�ned semantically as if they were de�nable mix�x notations (section7.7.4). The sequence associated ones are rede�ned as array associated functions as well(section 8.5).4.8 Quali�ed Expressionshquali�ed expri ::= hexpri [[qua as]] htype expriIn the quali�ed expression e qua T , T must be a subtype of (or equal to) the basetype ofthe expression e. The type of the quali�ed expression is T , and operationally e is acceptedas a T -value without any runtime checking. There is, however, an obligation to prove thate satis�es the constraints of T ; the lemmae isin T == tis added marked \not proven".�[e qua T ] == �[e] ^�[T ]In the expression e as T the expression e must be coercible to the type T . Let the typeof e be U . Then e is coercible to T if and only if U�T (no checking necessary), or T�U ,or there is an explicitly de�ned coercion function from U 0 to T 0, where U 0 is the basetypeof e and T�T 0.�[e as T ] == �[e] ^�[T ] ^8><>: t if U�T�[e isin T ] ^ e isin T if T�UD ^as T (e) otherwiseThe quali�ers qua and as both play a role in the binding of the main operator of e if thefunction is unpre�xed and has no dominant argument. See section 7.5, step 4. It is assumedthat all occurrences of the expression e above are bound accordingly.4.9 Let-expressionshlet-expri ::= let hlet-equationi in hexpri nihlet-equationi ::= hdiscriminator operandi = hexpriThe let-expression let x = e in ee nimeans eexe , provided the expression e is wellde�ned, otherwise its value is that of e. Theleft hand side of a let-equation may in general be any discriminator operand of the type ofthe right hand side (see the next section); and the scope of the formal variables introducedis the expression enclosed by the symbols in and ni.�[let x = e in ee ni] == �[e] ^�[eexe ]



34 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONS4.10 Case-ExpressionsAbel ::= applicative �� imperativehcase-expri ::= happlicative case costructihAbel case constructi ::= case hdiscriminandi of[[hdiscriminatori+, !hAbel alternativei]]+ fohdiscriminandi ::= hexprihdiscriminatori ::= hdiscriminator standardi hdiscriminator operatori()hdiscriminator mix�xi othershdiscriminator operatori ::= hbasic function identi hemptyihdiscriminator operandi ::= ^ hformal variable identi hdiscriminatorihapplicative alternativei ::= halternative expriA case construct is used to choose between alternatives on the basis of the value of anexpression called the discriminand. A generator basis must be de�ned for the type of thediscriminand, say T . (This is true for any non-formal type, but may not be for formalones.) Let the generator basis be g1; g2; :::; gn; n � 0. As explained in section 3.2, thisimplies that any value of type T is of one of the forms gi(:::); 1 � i � n, and the objectiveis to discriminate between these n possibilities.A discriminator therefore looks like an application of a basic generator for the type Tand is called a formal application of that function. (If T is a product type, or a subtypeof a product, the only discriminator takes the form of a tuple.) The operands, if any, ofa discriminator are typed as speci�ed in the signature of the basic generator. A type Uoperand is either:1. the de�ning occurrence of a formal variable of type U whose scope is the textuallyfollowing alternative, or2. a type U discriminator, but only if the generator basis of U consists of a singlefunction, or3. the separator ^, which stands for the default identi�er for that argument position,interpreted as in case 1. If the corresponding type component U of the discriminatordomain is labelled (see section 8.3) the default identi�er is that label, otherwise it isthe special identi�er consisting of a boldface numeral specifying the ordinal numberof the argument position. If in standard notation all operands are default identi�ersthe whole operand tuple may be replaced by an empty pair of parentheses.The formal variables (e�ectively) occurring in a discriminator must be mutually distinct.An applicative case construct, or case-expression, for a discriminand e of type T wouldbe of the formcase e of g1(x1; x2; :::) ! e1 g2(x1; x2; :::) ! e2 ... gn(x1; x2; :::) ! en fowhere the discriminators, one for each basic generator, may be listed in an arbitrary order.If the value of e is gi(a; b; :::) the case-expression is equal to the alternative ei with all freeoccurrences of x1; x2; ::: replaced by a; b; :::, respectively. All alternative expressions mustbe of related types; the type of the case-expression is the closest common ancestor type.Operationally the case construct is a pattern matching mechanism which selects analternative according to the main operator of a T -value and assigns its arguments, if any,



4.10. CASE-EXPRESSIONS 35to the formal variables of the corresponding discriminator, and then evaluates the selectedalternative.If an observation basis is de�ned for the type T of the discriminand, logical inconsistencymay arise from the use of the case construct. The user is obliged to prove that this will nothappen, and to that end the following lemmas are added marked \not proven":gi(x1; x2; :::) isin T ^ gj(y1; y2; :::) isin T ^ gi(x1; x2; :::) = gj(y1; y2; :::) ) ei = ejfor i; j = 1; 2; :::; n; i 6= j.The case construct is non-strict; in order that a case-expression be wellde�ned it issu�cient that the discriminand and the selected alternative expression are wellde�ned. Ifthe latter is illde�ned its error value is propagated, see section 3.1. If the discriminand isillde�ned the case-expression has that same error value.�[case e of :: gi(xi)! ei :: fo] == �[e] ^ case e of :: gi(xi)!�[ei] :: fo]ExamplesLet e be an expression of the union type (u : U + v : V ) (section 8.4). Then, in thecase-expressioncase e of u(x)! e1(x) v(x)! e2(x) fothe formal variable x of the �rst branch is of type U , and the x of the second branch is oftype V .For an expression e of the product type (u : U; v : V ) (section 8.3) the case expressioncase e of (x; y)! ee fomeans the same as the expression ee with all free occurrences of x and y replaced by e:uand e:v, respectively (provided e is wellde�ned). And in the expressioncase e of ! ee fothe empty discriminator stands for (^,^), which in turn stands for (u; v).4.10.1 Abbreviated case-expressions.Several discriminators may lead to the same alternative expression, as in f(:::); g(:::)! e,which abbreviates f(:::)! e g(:::)! e: It is required that only those formal variableswhich are (e�ectively) de�ned and have related types in all discriminators of the list, occurfree in e. The type of each variable as occurring in e is the closest common ancestor of itsde�ned types.The special symbol others may occur as the last discriminator of a case construct. Itis an abbreviation for the list of those basic generators of the discriminand type which havenot occurred explicitly, all with implicit formal arguments.Example: The following expression computes the su�x of the English rendering of aday of month ordinal:case day of 1,21,31 ! 'st' 2,22 ! 'nd' 3,23 ! 'rd' others! 'th' fo



36 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONSwhere day has the type f1::31g:Any formal variable of a type T whose generator basis consists of a single function maybe replaced by a type T discriminator, throughout the scope of the variable and includingthe de�ning occurrence. In this way it is possible to save a case construct which mightotherwise be needed on that variable. For instance, an expression of the formcase e of f(:::; x; :::)! case x of g(:::)! ee fo ::: fowhere the type of x has the single basic generator g, may be simpli�ed as follows.case e of f(:::; g(:::); :::)! eexg(:::) ::: foAlso formal variables introduced in the heading of a function (or procedure) de�nition oran error handler may be thus replaced. For instance, the following two function de�nitionsare equivalent. def f(:::; x; :::) == ::: case x of g(:::)! e fo :::def f(:::; g(:::); :::) == (:::e:::)xg(:::)Nested case-expressions on \disjoint" expressions may be combined into one case dis-criminating on a tuple. In that case each discriminator should take the form of a tuple ofdiscriminators. The full Cartesian product of the individual generator bases must be listed,unless an others clause is provided. Thus, an expression of the formcase (e; ee) of ::: (g(:::); gg(:::))! a ::: fois an abbreviation forcase e of ::: g(:::) ! case ee of ::: gg(:::)! a ::: fo ::: fowhere g and gg are basic generators for the types of e and ee, respectively.4.11 If-expressionshAbel if-constructi ::= if [[[[hBoolean expri hany-testi]]then hAbel alternativei]]+elsif[[else hAbel alternativei]]?�hif-expri ::= happlicative if-constructiAn if-construct is a shorter and more traditional notation for a case-construct on a discrim-inand of type Boolean. Thus, the case-expressioncase b of t ! e1 f ! e2 fowhere b is a Boolean expression, may be written asif b then e1 else e2 �and if b then e � means if b then e else error �: There is also a shorthand for the casethat the else-alternative is itself an if-construct, so that else if ... � � may be replaced byelsif ... �. Thus, if b1 then e1 elsif b2 then e2 else e3 �



4.12. QUANTIFICATIONS 37means if b1 then e1 else if b2 then e2 else e3 � �where b1 and b2 are Boolean expressions. Notice that the alternatives of an if-expressionmust be expressions of related types.The non-strict but executable Boolean operators andthen, orelse, and impthen areabbreviations for if-constructs. The expressionsb1 andthen b2 ; b1 orelse b2 ; b1 impthen b2abbreviateif b1 then b2 else f � ; if b1 then t else b2 � ; if b1 then b2 else t �respectively.An any-test is a quanti�cation (see the next section) which may only occur as thediscriminand of an if-construct. It represents an abstract, non-excutable \searching" mech-anism. If the search is successful there is access to the searched-for value through the boundvariable, whose scope (for this particular kind of quanti�cation only) extends through thefollowing alternative. The expressionif (any x : T j b) then e1 else e2 �is equivalent toif (ex x : T j b) then let x = some x : T j b in e1 ni else e2 �where the occurring quanti�ers are explained in the next section.Using any-tests an arbitrary case-constructcase e of ::: gi(xi)! ei ::: fomay be rewritten as an if-construct:if ::: elsif any xi : Ti j e = gi(xi) then ei elsif ::: �where xi : Ti stands for an appropriate list of fresh variable declarations. Notice thatthe implicit �nal alternative else error takes care of the case that the case-discriminande is illde�ned. The two constructs are usually equivalent, however, in the case where anobservation basis is de�ned for the type of e, equivalence is guaranteed only if the formerexpression satis�es the consistency requirement of section 4.10 (or an analogous one forimperative constructs).4.12 Quanti�cationshquanti�cationi ::= huniversal quanti�cationi hexistential quanti�cationihsome-expri hany-testihuniversal quanti�cationi ::= all hq-bodyi totalhfunction pre�xi?hfunction nameihexistential quanti�cationi ::= ex hq-bodyihsome-expri ::= some htype expri some hq-bodyihany-testi ::= any hq-bodyihq-bodyi ::= [[hbound variable identi+, : htype expri]]+, jhBoolean expriQuanti�cations are non-executable.



38 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONS4.12.1 Universal quanti�cationA universal quanti�cation all x : T j bis a boolean expression which has the value t if the expression b is true for those valuesof x for which it is de�ned, and is f otherwise. It can be seen as an abbreviation of thequanti�cation all x : T j not (b == f)and therefore a universal quanti�cation is by de�nition wellde�ned.�[all x : T j b] == tThe quanti�cation all x; y : T ::: is an abbreviation for all x : T j (all y : T :::) Similarly,the quanti�cation all x : T1; y : T2 ::: is an abbreviation for all x : T1 j (all y : T2 :::)These abbreviations apply to all quanti�ers.The notation total fwhere f is the name of a function, abbreviatesall x : T j D f(x)where T is the domain of f . And total f; g abbreviates total f ^ total g.Example: all y : Integer j y=y = 1This formula is wellde�ned and true.4.12.2 Existential quanti�cationThe existential quanti�cation ex x : T j bis de�ned as not all x : T j not b, and is equivalent to ex x : T j b == t, i.e. there is avalue of x in T such that b is wellde�ned and true.�[ex x : T j p] == t4.12.3 Some-expressionsThe some-construct some x : T j b means: Take, non-deterministically, some value in Tthat satis�es b; and if not possible, take the value error None.Semantically, each occurrence of the some-expression some x : T j b is an abbreviationfor an application of a fresh T -initializer, say somei(z) where z is the list of variablesdeclared at the place of occurrence (including $ if it is within the body of an attributefunction or a procedure), and where the function somei is characterized by the followingaxioms. let x = somei(z) in b niD somei(z) == ex x : T j bnot D somei(z) ) somei(z) == error None



4.13. DISJOINTNESS RESTRICTIONS 39The trick of replacing each textual occurrence of a some-expression by a di�erent Skolem-function models the non-determinacy introduced (to a certain extent, see below).�[some x : T j b] == ex x : T j bThe some-construct some T means some x : T j t.Example: The expression ex x : Nat1 j x = some Nat1is interpreted as ex x : Nat1 j x = some1where some1 is a fresh Skolem constant of type Nat1. This interpretation obviously yieldsa valid formula.Notice that a some-expression occurring in the body of a function f will be representedby the same Skolem-function for each application of f . Still the fact that the Skolem func-tion depends on all the arguments to f may provide an illusion of \real" non-determinism.For instance, the input procedure get of an input stream object (section 9.1) changes the\input history", $:p, upon every invocation. Thereby successive calls to the same get pro-cedure will deliver inputs selected independently.4.13 Disjointness restrictionsThe fact that values of class-like types should be passed and assigned by means of pointercopying implies that problems of aliasing might occur in an imperative context. In order toprevent such problems the use of variables of class-like types in expressions of executablecode is subject to the following \disjointness" requirement:� Any two such variable occurrences both in the same expression, and neither con-tained in any expression of non-class type, must be disjoint, unless they are containedin textually disjoint case alternatives. Two variable occurrences are disjoint unlessthey are occurrences of the same variable, or if the one is an applied occurrence ofa formal variable of a case discriminator, the other is outside the corresponding dis-criminand, but the discriminand contains a variable occurrence not disjoint with theother occurrence.Examples: The expression (v; v:a), not itself contained in a larger one, is illegal if v is avariable of a product type and a is a selector function selecting a value of a class-like type.If a selects a non-class value the expression is legal, even if the type of v is class-like, becausethe second occurrence of v is contained in an expression of non-class type.The rightmost occurrences of x and z incase x of (::; y; ::)! case y of (::; z; ::)! (x; z) fo foare not disjoint, because the occurrence of x is not disjoint with the y of the innermost casediscriminand, which in turn is because the outermost discriminand contains x.The following exceptions apply to the disjointness requirement:



40 CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSIONS1. For a variable x of a product type the expressions x:a and x:b, where a and b aredistinct selector functions, may co-occur, even if a and b both select components ofclass-like types. (In an imperative context and for a program variable x, x:a and x:bmay be seen as disjoint program variables.)2. For a variable x of a (class-like) sequence type the expressions x[i] and x[j] may co-occur, but the semantical requirement i 6= j is a proof obligation. Similar exceptionsapply to the co-occurrence of expressions of the form x[i] and/or x[i;n] and/or x[i::j].It follows from the form of the disjointness restriction that it is only e�ective for functionbody expressions, return expressions, and assignment right hand sides, whose types areclass-like, as well as error expressions associated with functions of class-like codomains.Assignments of values of class-like types must satisfy additional requirements, see section5.2 It is reasonable to classify code not satisfying these requirements as non-executable,because execution adhering to the axiomatic properties of the code would in that case haveto be based on the technique of class object copying rather than pointer copying.



Chapter 5Program Bodies.This chapter is part of an old version of the ABEL report.It needs readjustment in order to �t within the �nal version.Also a section on the concept of e�ect functions is missing.hProgram bodyi ::= prog hStatement listi endproghStatement listi ::= hStatementi+;hStatementi ::= hDeclarative statementi hImperative statementi hMythical statementiIn Abel, a program body consists of a statement list, which is a non-empty sequence ofstatements. Statements may be either Declarative, Imperative or Mythical.5.1 Declarative Statements.hDeclarative statementi ::= hVar-declarationi hConst-declarationi hBranch-declarationihScope terminatorihScope terminatori ::= hVariable terminatori hConstant terminatori5.1.1 Declaration of Variables and Constants.hVar-declarationi ::= var [[hVar identi +, [[: hType expri]]?[[= hinitializationi]]? ]]+,hConst-declarationi ::= const [[hConst identi +, [[: hType expri]]?[[= hinitializationi]]? ]]+,hinitializationi ::= hexprihVariable terminatori ::= endvar hVar identihConstant terminatori ::= endconst hConst identiLocal program variables and constants are introduced and declared by declarative state-ments called variable declarations and constant declarations. Their scopes are terminatedby variable terminators and constant terminators.Example 1 Variable and constant declarations.const X : Nat = 5;var I, J : Nat1 = X + 2;...endconst X; 41



42 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.const Temp := X ;X := Y; Y := Tempendconst Temp(The last example, which swaps the contents of the two variables X and Y , could moreelegantly be written as the swap statement \X :=: Y "; that statement is described insection 5.2.3.2.)The semantic e�ect of the variable declaration statementvar X : T = Eis mainly the same as the assignment X := EThe di�erence is that the declaration introduces a new variable (X), the scope of whichis the rest of statement list in which the declaration occurred. It is, however, possible toterminate a scope explicitly by giving a variable terminator, as inendvar XThis will terminate the scope of X as well as the scopes of all variables and constantsdeclared between the declaration of X and its termination, and which have not already hadtheir scopes terminated. An example of this is the declaration of I and J in the �rst partof example 1.It is possible to omit the htype expri or the hinitializationi, but not both. In the lattercase the variable or constant is initialized to the default value of the given type; in theformer case its type is declared to be that of the initial value.A declaration naming several new variables (or constants), as invar A, B, C, : : : : T = Xis equivalent to a sequence of declarations:var A: T = X;var B := A;var C := B;...The only di�erence between a variable and a constant is that program constants cannotbe changed. This is possible to check at compile-time, since a hGeneral variablei (see section5.2.3.1) may not contain any program constants.5.1.2 Declaration of Branches.hBranch declarationi ::= branch [[hBranch identi hType name listi?]]+,in hStatement listi hBranchesi? joinhBranchesi ::= fork hBranch handleri+hHandleri ::= hidenti hArgument listi?!hStatement listi



5.2. IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS. 43Branches are in many respects similar to exceptions in function de�nitions. Declaredbranches are invoked by means of the Invoke-statement, which may occur at any leveltextually inside the hStatement listi. Invoking a branch will transfer the program controlto the corresponding hBranch handleri, which will be executed. After the completion ofthe branch handler, program execution will continue after the join. Not de�ning a handlerfor a branch Bi is equivalent to de�ningBi ! SkipA branch name is known inside the hStatement listi constituting the body of the branchdeclaration, and also in all its branch handlers. It is thus possible from one branch handlerto invoke other branch handlers declared in the same branch declaration. Branches maybe parameterized. An actual parameter list containing classes must satisfy the disjointnessrequirements.Example 2 Use of branches.(* Binary search for Key in array A. *);var Lo := A.Min, Hi := A.Max;branch Found(Index ), NotThere inloopinvar A.Min�Lo and Hi�A.Max and(all I : [A.Min : :Lo�1] jA[I] < Key) and(all J : [Hi+1 : :A.Max] jA[J ] > Key);if Lo>Hi ! invoke NotThere endif;const Inx := (Lo +Hi) / 2;assert Lo � Inx � Hi ;if Key < A[Inx ] !Hi := Inx � 1Key > A[Inx ] !Lo := Inx + 1else invoke Found(Inx )endifendloopfork Found(X )!Write(`Found at index ' à X )NotThere !Write(`No such element!')join5.2 Imperative Statements.hImperative statementi ::= Skip hInvoke-statementi hReturn-statementi hUpdateihIf-statementi hCase-statementi hLoop-statementiThe statement Skip has the obvious meaning.5.2.1 Return-Statement.hReturn-statementi ::= return hexpri?



44 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.A return-statement in a function body, e�ectuates an immediate termination of the functionand produce the result value, if there is any. The hexprimust be compatible with the outputtype of the function heading, see section 5.2.3.3.Example 3 Return-statements.returnreturn (12, t)return error Overow5.2.2 Invoke-Statement.hInvoke-statementi ::= invoke hBranch identi hArgument listi?This statement is used to invoke a speci�c branch handler. Branches and branch handlersare described in section 5.1.2. For an example of the use of the Invoke-statement, seeexample 2 above.5.2.3 Updates.hUpdatei ::= hAssignmenti hSwapi hFunction calliThere are three main forms of updates:� Assignments, where a value is computed and assigned.� Swaps, where the contents of two variables are swapped.� Function calls, in which a function is called, updating update variables and assigningvalues to output variables.5.2.3.1 Assignments.hAssignmenti ::= hGeneral variablei := hexprihGeneral variablei ::= hSingle variablei hCompound variableihCompound variablei ::= (hSingle variablei+, )hSingle variablei ::= hSimple variablei [[hSubscripti hComponent selectioni]]�hSubscripti ::= [ hexpri ]hComponent selectioni ::= . hFunction identiThe hexpri must be compatible with the type of the hGeneral variablei. The e�ect ofan assignment is that the hexpri is �rst evaluated, and then the value is assigned to thehGeneral variablei on the left side of the := . When necessary, the value of the hexpri iscoerced to the type of the hGeneral variablei.Example 4 Assignments.x := y a[i+ 1] := b+ 1 (A[i]; A[j]) := (A[j]; A[i])a := F (b) x.cmp1 := 5 (i; A[i]) := (1; 1)



5.2. IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS. 45An assignment with a compound left hand side is simultaneous; so the A[i] in the lastexample refers to the \old" A[i], i.e. before i has been assigned a new value.The assignment statement has the proof rulefQxeg x := e fQgor, if the assignment involves coercion of e to the type x, say T ,nQx[T ](e)o x := e fQgwhen x is compound, occurrences of the components are replaced simultaneously by thecorresponding components of e; and where substitution for indexed variables is handled theususal way, i.e., the assignment A[i] := e is semantically equivalent to A := A[i! e]. Inthe case where the left hand side contains two or more subscripted variables referencingthe same array A, the simultaneous assignments to A are semantically equivalent to nestedupdates on A, for instance, the assignment (A[i]; A[j]) := (x; y) is semantically equivalentto A := A[i!x][j! y] (provided i 6= j holds, which would be a proof obligation).Disjointness restrictions.In order to be legal, an assignment statement must satisfy the following disjointness re-quirements:� The right hand side expression must obey the disjointness requirements of section4.13.� Each variable of a class-like type, occurring in the right hand side outside all (sub-)expressions of non-class types, must also occur as a component of the left handside, or it must be a formal variable whose scope is dynamically terminated by theassignment statement.5.2.3.2 Swaps.hSwapi ::= hSingle variablei :=: hSingle variableiSwaps are used to interchange values between variables. The two hSingle variableis mustbe of the same type. The swap x :=: y where both x and y may be indexed variables, isequivalent to (x; y) := (y; x), or to skip if x and y are identical.Example 5 Swap.a[i] :=: a[j]The last swap is legal irrespective of whether i = j or not, whereas the assignment(a[i]; a[j]) := (a[j]; a[i])is legal only if i 6= j can be veri�ed.



46 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.5.2.3.3 Function Calls.hFunction calli ::= [[hStd function calli hMix�x function calli]]hImperative postscripti?hStd function calli ::= [[call @hSingle variablei. ]]hfunction nameihcall parameter listi?[[ =: hGeneral variablei]]?hMix�x function calli ::= call hcall parameteri? hSpecial symboli[[hcall parameteri hSpecial symboli]]� hcall parameteri?[[ =: hGeneral variablei]]?hcall parameter listi ::= ( hcall parameteri+, ) hcall parameterihcall parameteri ::= hexpri @hSingle variableiUpdate parameters are identi�ed in each call by means of the update symbol @.The semantics of the function callcall f(t) =: xis equivalent to the assignment(y; x) := f(t0)where t0 denotes the parameter list t with all update-symbols removed and y denotes thelist of update parameters (ordered as in the call). This means that the codomain of f musthave the form (Ry;Rx) where Ry and Rx are lists of types such that y is compatible withRy and x is compatible with Rx. Ry is called the update type, and Rx is called the outputtype of the call.A function call to f must satisfy the following requirements:� Formal update parameters (including implicit parameters) in the de�niton of f mustbe actualized by update parameters.� The assignment corresponding to the call must be legal, disregarding the formerrequirement.Notice that if f is de�ned without use of formal update parameters, the call and assignmentabove are equivalent also with respect to legality. Alias conicts are avoided by the latterrequirement; in particular, it implies that the class update parameters must be disjoint,and that they must also be disjoint from other class parameters as well as global variablesaccessible inside the function.Example 6 Function calls.func Div(Int,Int) =: (Int,Int);StackfItemg oper Push(Item),Poptop =: Item;var a, b, x, y : Int,V : array Int of Nat;...call Div(@x; b) =: y Equivalent to the assignment (x; y) := Div(x; b)call Div(a;@x) =: y Equivalent to (x; y) := Div(a; y)call Div(@x;@y) Equivalent to (x; y) := Div(x; y)call @V [e] + 1 Equivalent to V [e] := V [e] + 1@S:Push(x) Equivalent to S := S:Push(x)@S:Poptop =: x Equivalent to (S; x) := S.Poptop



5.2. IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS. 47The function calls in the last two examples are legal even if S is of a class. The correspondingassignments will not, however, be legal in the case where Push and Poptop are de�ned witha formal update parameter.5.2.3.4 Function Call Postscripts.hImperative postscripti ::= on himperative error handleri+ endonwhere hhandleri is de�ned in section 5.1.2 (page 42). The exceptions mentioned in thepostscript must all be declared in the function signature.Example 7 Function call postscripts.func Div(Num, Denom: Nat0 ) =: (Nat0, Nat0 ) error ZeroDiv ==progif Denom= 0 then return error ZeroDiv endif;var Quot := 0,Rem := Num;loop while Rem�Denom;call @Quot+1; call @Rem�Denom;repeatreturn (Quot, Rem)endprog...call Div(1;@x) =: Remainderon Zerodiv ! Remainder := 0endonNote that if the call had been(Remainder ; x) := (Div(1; x) on Zerodiv ! 0 no)the postscript would be an applicative one bound to the expression (the function appli-cation) rather than the statement (the function call). The e�ect, however, would be thesame.5.2.4 Case-Statement.hCase-statementi ::= hSimple case-statementi hUpdating case-statementi5.2.4.1 Simple case-statementhSimple case-statementi ::= case hexpri of hCasei+[[others hStatement listi]]? endcasehCasei ::= hformal applicationi+, [[! then]] hStatement listiThis statement, which is the imperative counterpart of a Case-expression (see 4.10, page34), will select one statement list from a set of alternatives according to use of generatorbase functions.



48 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.The semantics of a simple case-statement can be explained by the following proof rule:::; j- fPigSifQg ; ::j- fcase e of :: gi(y)!Pi :: fo g case e of :: gi(y)!Si :: fo fQgwhere there is one premise for each case alternative.One particular use of the case-statement is to select among di�erent values of an enu-meration type. In this case the di�erent values form the generator base.Example 8 Selection among values of an enumeration type.var V : fRed, Blue, Greeng;...case V ofRed ! : : :Green ! : : :Blue ! : : :endcaseAnother use of the Case-statement is to determine the actual type of a value of a disjointunion type. For a disjoint union the injection functions of the various constituent typesform the generator basis.Example 9 Selection among values of a disjoint union type.var X: (N:Nat + I:Int + C:Char + B:Bool);...case X ofN(x) ! Nvar := xI(x) ! Ivar := xC(x) ! Cvar := xB(x) ! Bvar := xendcaseIt is also possible to use the Case-statement to choose on the basis of a numeric value.Since all numeric literals are regarded as generators of the enumeration type Num, it issu�cient to convert the numeric value to a Num value, as in the following example:Example 10 Selection among numeric literals.case [Num](Date) of1; 21; 31 ! Su�x := 'st'2; 22 ! Su�x := 'nd'3; 23 ! Su�x := 'rd'others Su�x := 'th'endcase5.2.4.2 Updating case-statementhUpdating case-statementi ::= case @hsimple variablei of hUpdating casei+[[others hStatement listi]]? endcasehUpdating casei ::= hformal calli+, [[! then]] hStatement listi



5.2. IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS. 49where a hformal calli is an formal application where some (or none) of the formal variablesare preceded by the update symbol @. Such a parameter is called a formal update variable,and may be updated in the following statement list.By an updating case it is possible to update the components of a variable. Componentsto be updated, must occur in the appropriate case alternative as update parameters. Inorder to avoid aliasing, the access to x in a case @x statement is restricted as follows:� Write access to the variable x is lost in an inner hUpdating casei with formal updatevariables, except in update statements dynamically terminating the case.The semantics of an updating case can be explained by the following proof rule:::; j- fPigSi0fQg ; ::j- fcase x of :: gi(y0)!Pi :: fo g case @x of :: gi(y)!Si :: fo fQgwhere y0 is y with all update symbols removed, and where Si0 is obtained from Si byinserting ; x := gi(y0) after each update to a formal update variable in y. It is assumedthat the case statement satis�es the access restrictions to x stated above.5.2.5 If-Statement.hIf-statementi ::= if hGuarded Statement Listi+[[else hStatement Listi]]? endifhGuarded Statement Listi ::= hGuardi [[! then]] hStatement ListihGuardi ::= hBoolean expri hAny-testiThe If-statement is used to choose from a set of alternative statement lists. The di�erenthGuardis will be evaluated in the order given, until one evaluates to t. The correspondingstatement list will then be executed, and the other guarded statement lists will be ignored.If all guards evaluate to f, the statement list following the else will be executed. Omittingthe else is equivalent to writing \else Skip".The e�ect of a simple If-statement (i.e. one containing only one guard) is de�ned to bej- fP ^BgS1fQg; j- fP ^ :BgS2fQgj- fPg if B then S1 else S2 endif fQgAn If-statement containing more than one guard is equivalent to a nested If-statement, i.e.,if : : : elsif G !S : : : endifis equivalent toif : : : else if G !S : : : endif endifExample 11 If-statement.if X < 0 ! call @Neg +1X = 0 ! call @Zero +1X > 0 ! call @Pos +1endif



50 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.If a hGuardi is an hAny-testi, the test will loop through all elements of the type until oneis found that satis�es the predicate. In that case, the hGuardi is said to evaluate to t; oth-erwise it is said to evaluate to f. The scope of the constant being declared in the hAny-testi,and which will contain the �rst value satisfying the predicate, is the hStatement listi fol-lowing the hGuardi.Example 12if any X: [1::100] jA[X ] = Val thenAnswer := Xelse invoke NotThere endif5.2.6 Loop-Statement.hLoop-statementi ::= hLoop pre�xi? loop hInvarianti? hLoop bodyi [[endloop repeat]]hLoop bodyi ::= hStatement listi d hWhile-clausei d hStatement listihInvarianti ::= invar hBoolean expri ;5.2.6.1 Basic loops.A Loop-statement without hWhile-clausei, hLoop pre�xi and Invoke-statements constitutesan in�nite loop. The semantics for such a basic loop are given by the following rule:j- fIgSfIgj- fIg loop invar I; S repeat ffgIt is possible to exit a loop by invoking a branch (see section 5.1.2). All Loop-statementshave a default branch named Exit. This means that the prescript \branch Exit in" andpostscript \fork Exit!Skip join" are appended to every Loop-statement. The semanticsof a Loop-statement containing one or more invocations of Exit are:fQg invoke Exit ffg j- fIgSfIgfIg loop invar I; S repeat fQg5.2.6.2 While-clause.hWhile-clausei ::= hInvarianti? while hBoolean Expressioni ;The purpose of a While-clause is to terminate a loop if a given condition is not satis�ed. Ifthe expression following while evaluates to f, the loop terminates. Thus, writing \whileB; " is equivalent to writing \if not B then invoke Exit endif; ".Even though the Loop-statement sometimes consists of two separate statement lists(separated by the While-clause), they are regarded as belonging to the same scope. Thus alocal declaration made before the while-clause will also be known both in the while-clauseand after the while-clause.Example 13 Loop-statement with While-clause.loopcall @I + 1;while I � Max ;call @A[I] + 1;repeat



5.2. IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS. 515.2.6.3 Loop Pre�x.hLoop pre�xi ::= for hidenti : hType expriYet another way of controlling a loop is by using a counter (a controlled variable). Thelimits of the controlled variable (the hidenti) are given by its hType De�nitioni. In the loopfor X : [E1 : : E2] loopSendloopthe controlled variable X will be given the valuesE1; S E1; S (S E1); : : : ; E2The type given in the hType De�nitioni must satisfy the property LimLinOrd (see section7.6) which states that the type must have the functions S, P, < and �. The e�ect of thestatement above is equivalent to the following:1const %First := E1, %Last := E2;if %First � %Last !var %Index := %First;loopconst X := %Index;S;endconst Xwhile %Index < %Last ;call S @%Indexendloopendifendconst %FirstNotice that:� For the user, X is accessible as a program constant.� The expressions E1 and E2 are evaluated only once. This is done before the �rstexecution of the loop.It is possible to de�ne loops counting downwards by using the rev operator on the typeof the controlled variable.Example 14 For-loop counting downwards.forNx : rev [2::N ] loopA[Nx ] := A[Nx � 1]endloop1identi�ers starting with a % are introduced to indicate that the identi�er is di�erent from all user-de�nedidenti�ers.



52 CHAPTER 5. PROGRAM BODIES.5.3 Mythical statements.hMythical statementi ::= "[[hDeclarative statementi hImperative statementi]]"hAssertioni hInvariantihAssertioni ::= assert hBoolean expriMythical statements are statements whose purpose is the documentation of programs ratherthan their implementation. Thus mythical statements will never produce any executablecode.Other mythical statements occur as parts of various statements, like the Invariant-clauseof a loop statement. These mythical statements are discussed together with the statementof which they are a part.A mythical statement can be constructed by placing an \ordinary" statement in quotes,like "const C0 := C "This mythical constant declaration makes it possible to refer to the value of C in mythicalstatements. Declarations made in mythical parts are invisible in non-mythical parts of theprogram. Mythical statements may not alter the value of non-mythical variables.A mythical statement may also specify some condition which must hold at a particularplace in the program. Assertions are used for this purpose.assert X > 0assert all I : [Lo : :Hi ] jA[I] < Limit



Chapter 6Function De�nitionsnon-coercion ::= ordinary �� initiator �� attribute �� binop �� procedurehde�nition itemi ::= def [[hfunction de�nitioni hcombined de�nitioni]]hnon-coercion de�nitioni ::= hnon-coercion headingihdomain constrainti?==hnon-coercion bodyihcoercion de�nitioni ::= hcoercion headingi==hcoercion bodyiA function de�nition is a semantic characterization of a function previously introduced,which takes the form of a de�ning equation. All aspects of the function are de�ned, includingthe associated domain predicate, as well as the resulting error values when illde�ned, seesections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.It is possible to combine the de�nition of a function with its signature to form a functiondeclaration as in traditional programming languages, see section 6.4, but it is often moreconvenient and sometimes necessary to separate the two, because Abel requires names tobe introduced before they can be applied.6.1 The De�nition Headingordorinit ::= ordinary �� initiatorhordorinit headingi ::= hstandard headingi hfunchead mix�xihstandard headingi ::= hfunchead standardi hfunchead operatori()hfunchead operatori ::= hfunction identihfunchead operandi ::= hdiscriminator operandihattribute headingi ::= hstandard headingihbinop headingi ::= hfunchead operandihspecial symbolihfunchead operandihprocedure headingi ::= hprochead standardi hprochead operatori()hprochead operatori ::= hprocedure identihprochead operandi ::= @?hdiscriminator operandihcoercion headingi ::= hfunchead operandi as htype expriA de�nition heading should be in mix�x or standard notation as indicated by the cor-responding function signature. In particular that of a binary operator declared binrel orassoc should be in in�x notation. 53



54 CHAPTER 6. FUNCTION DEFINITIONSThe heading of an attribute function or a procedure should be analogous to the signaturein leaving the dominant home type parameter implicit. The formal parameter is named bythe special symbol $. Thus, the heading of an attribute function, f(:::), or a procedure,p(:::), is interpreted as an abbreviation for $:f(:::) or @$:p(:::), respectively.Otherwise the operands of any function heading are analogous to those of a case discrim-inator, therefore the heading is called a formal application of the function being de�ned.The formal variables explicitly or implicitly introduced, including a possible $, are calledformal parameters, and their scope consists of the domain constraint, if any, as well as thefunction body. If in standard notation all formal parameters are implicit the whole tuplemay be replaced by an empty pair of parentheses. In that case the parameters inherit anyupdate symbols occurring in the domain.Similarly a procedure heading is called a formal call of the procedure being de�ned.For each explicit domain component of the signature marked by the update symbol, @,the following rules apply to the corresponding operand of the heading: The operand isconsidered similarly marked, whether explicitly marked or not, and if it is a discriminatorany constituent operand may be marked. The signi�cance of a marked formal parameter isthat it represents a program variable which may be assigned to or updated in other ways.When executing executable code, parameter transmission is by value copy for unmarkedformal parameters and by value copy-in copy-out for update parameters. For parametersof class-like types the value copied is a pointer to an object, not the object itself.Only program variables and formal update parameters, including updatable discrimina-tor operands, may have marked applied occurrences (possibly subscripted or dotted). Onlyupdate parameters may have :::applied occurrences marked with the update symbol. Itfollows that procedures are only accessible through update parameters, and that unmarkedparameters only provide read access to class objects.6.2 The Domain Constrainthdomain constrainti ::= where hBoolean expriA domain constraint expresses a condition to be satis�ed by the parameters. In thede�nition body a constraint B may be assumed to hold strongly for the formal parameters,i.e. the formula �B ^B may be assumed. There is a corresponding obligation to prove,for every application of the function, that the constraint is strongly satis�ed by the actualparameters whenever wellde�ned. No coercion function may have a domain constraint.6.3 The De�nition Bodynon-procedure ::= ordinary �� initiator �� attribute �� binop �� coercionhnon-procedure bodyi ::= happlicative bodyi himperative bodyihprocedure bodyi ::= himperative bodyihapplicative bodyi ::= hexpriA function de�nition is said to be applicative if the function body is applicative, other-wise imperative. The semantics of an applicative function de�nition is explained in chapter3, and that of an imperative one is obtained by replacing the imperative body by the cor-responding e�ect function, see chapter 5. An applicative body must be of a type coercibleto the codomain of the function, and any execution of an imperative one must end in a



6.3. THE DEFINITION BODY 55return statement whose operand satis�es the same requirement. If necessary, coercionwill be automatically applied. The body of a coercion function is not coercible by selfapplication.Error values occurring in a de�nition body must be unpre�xed applications of errorsassociated with the function being de�ned. They are interpreted as if pre�xed by thatfunction.A function de�nition is said to be constructive if the body contains no quanti�er, andexecutable if in addition all function applications occurring in the body are executable.A set of applicative de�nitions is said to be convergent if they de�ne a convergent termrewriting system when seen as rewrite rules. A function de�nition is called recursive ifan execution of its body may lead to self application, and is called inductive if the bodycontains a case-construct discriminating on a formal parameter.An occurrence of \$." or \@$." anywhere in an Abel text may be omitted. Thus,from within the body of an attribute function, coercion function, or procedure any otherattribute function or procedure associated with the same object is \directly accessible", asin traditional object oriented languages. See also sections 3.3 and 3.4.Notice that, from within any non-procedure function body, even an imperative one, pro-cedures associated with objects other than locally declared variables will only be accessibleas non-executable functions. That is because any parameter, including a possible $, or anyparameter component, is in this case non-updatable and therefore can not be used as thedominant actual parameter of a call. Since assignments to non-updatable parameters orparameter components are also illegal, side e�ects from non-procedure functions are e�ec-tively prevented. Notice also that the e�ects of a procedure call can only concern variablesoccurring explicitly in the call, or possibly an implicit $. The former are either marked bythe update symbol or identi�ed as receivers of the function value, if any.ExamplesWe illustrate some of the above concepts by providing alternative de�nitions of a functionwhich divides two natural numbers and returns the quotient and the rest.func Div(num : Nat ; denom : Nat) =: (quot : Nat ; rest : Nat)� Imperative, nonrecursive:def Div() ==progvar q : Nat = 0; r : Nat = num ;loop assert num = q � denom + r;while r >= denom;@r � denom ; @q + 1endloop;return (q; r)endprog� Applicative, recursive:def Div() ==if num < denom then (0; num)else let (q; r) = Div(num � denom; denom) in (q + 1; r) ni �



56 CHAPTER 6. FUNCTION DEFINITIONSThis de�nition is executable, but not convergent because the termination property ofthe rewriting system would be lost.� Applicative, inductive:def Div() ==case num of z ! (0; 0)Sx ! let (q; r) = Div(x; denom) inif Sr = denom then (Sq; 0) else (q;Sr) � ni fousing the induction on natural numbers de�ned by genbas z,S, see section 7.7.2.This de�nition is inductive with respect to the the �rst parameter num. It is alsoconvergent, because the recursive application Div(x; denom) is \protected" by thediscriminator Sx. A rewrite rule whose right hand side contains a case-expression(other than an if-expression) will only be applied if the discrimination is decided bythe rewriting machine, in which case the case-expression is replaced by the appropriatealternative. Therefore the above de�nition can be applied only a �nite number of timesto any given expression.For an application Div(e1; e2), where e1 and e2 are wellde�ned expressions of type Nat,and e2 = 0, the two �rst de�nitions would lead to a non-terminating evaluation (axiomat-ically equivalent to the anonymous error value), and the last de�nition would produce theunreasonable value (0; e1). A better idea might be to declare an associated named errorwhich could lead to appropriate corrective actions by postscripting the application.func Div(num : Nat ; denom : Nat) =: (quot : Nat ; rest : Nat) error ZeroDivdef Div() == if denom = 0 then error ZeroDiv else :::Alternatively the possibility of the denominator being equal to zero might be ruled out bya domain constraint,func Div(num : Nat ; denom : Nat) =: (quot : Nat ; rest : Nat)def Div() where denom 6= 0 == :::in which case the user would be obliged to prove for the above application that e2 is non-zeroif wellde�ned. Division by zero may also be ruled out by declaring the parameter denomto be of the subtype Nat1.func Div(num : Nat ; denom : Nat1 ) =: (quot : Nat ; rest : Nat)In this case the actual parameter e2 would be subjected to coercion leading to a namederror if the value is zero.6.4 Function Declarationshcombined de�nitioni ::= hfunction headerihfunction declarationihnon-coercion declarationi ::= hnon-coercion domain-partihdomain constrainti?hnon-coercion codomain-partiherror-parti== hnon-coercion bodyihcoercion declarationi ::= hcoercion de�nitioni



6.4. FUNCTION DECLARATIONS 57A function declaration is obtained by textually merging together a function signatureand the corresponding function de�nition. Notice that any domain constraint shall occurimmediately after the domain part of the signature. Notice also that any labels occurring inthe codomain part do not count as parameters accessible within the function body. However,if the codomain is a type product with labelled components, the labels are selector functionsidenti�ers as usual (section 8.3), which may be applied to any application of the functionbeing de�ned.



58 CHAPTER 6. FUNCTION DEFINITIONS



Chapter 7Modulesmodule ::= group �� property �� typehmodule decli ::= hmodule headingi==hmodule rhsihmodule headingi ::= hmodule headerihmodule name clauseihformal type paramsihmodule formal value paramsihassumption clausei?hinclusion clausei?hformal type paramsi ::= fhformal typei+, ghformal typei ::= hidentihmodule identi ::= hidentiThe main structuring mechanism of ABEL is themodule construct, which is used to de�neand encapsulate a group of related functions and/or types. A module may be parameterizedby formal type parameters and, to a limited extent, by typed value parameters. Theparameters may be assumed to satisfy certain minimum requirements. A module representsa theory of formal logic as explained in chapter 5. See also section 7.5. An identi�eroccurring in the name clause of a module identi�es that module. All module identi�ers of agiven working context must be distinct. The main text of a module is (usually) the modulebody introducing functions, axioms, etc.We distinguish between three di�erent main kinds of module:� A group module introduces a group of related functions over actual or formal types.An instance of the module may later be included in other modules.� A property module is like a group module but may be understood as a predicateover its formal type parameters. The purpose of a property is to state the minimumrequirements to the type parameters of other modules. This is done by assuming aninstance of the property.� A type module introduces one or more types together with associated functions.Type modules are instantiated by type expressions occurring in other modules.By assumptions, inclusions, and type expressions one may use old modules to build newones, as explained below. In sections 7.1-7.4 the syntax of the various language constructsare given together with informal semantic explanations. Section 7.5 provides a more precisede�nition of the key concept of module instance.59



60 CHAPTER 7. MODULES7.1 Module Compositionhassumption clausei ::= assuming hproperty module-expri+,hinclusion clausei ::= including hgroup module-expri+,hinclude stmti ::= include hgroup module-expri+,hmodule module-bodyi::= module [[hitem pre�xi?hmodule itemi]]+ endmodulehitem pre�xi ::= htype exprihmodule module-expri ::= hmodule identi hactual type paramsi?hactual value paramsi?hrenaming clausei?hactual type paramsi ::= fhtype expri+, ghtype expri ::= htype module-expri hlocal typei hspecial typei $$himplemented typeihactual value paramsi ::= happlication tupleihrenaming clausei ::= with (hsubstitutioni+, )hsubstitutioni ::= [[hfunction namei hpre�xed functioni]]as hfunction nameiA module expression with module identi�er M represents an instance of the module Messentially obtained by replacing each occurrence of a formal parameter in M by the corre-sponding actual one. The module expression must contain an actual parameter (argument)for each formal parameter of M. The module instance in turn represents a formal theoryobtained from the theory of M by similar textual substitutions.Assumptions about the formal type parameters of a module are indicated by an as-sumption clause in the module heading. As the result the module body is extended bythe contents of each property module instance identi�ed in the assumption clause. In theextensions each axiom, function de�nition and basis statement is marked as \assumed",and certain syntactic consistency checks are performed (section 7.5, steps 3.3 and 3.6).Inclusions are indicated by an inclusion clause in the module heading and/or by in-clude statements in the module body. As the result the module body is extended by thecontents of each group module instance identi�ed to become included. In the extensionseach module item marked \assumed" is replaced by a corresponding lemma marked \notproven". Thereby the user has an obligation to prove that assumptions made by a groupmodule are in fact satis�ed by the actual type parameters of an included instance. Syntacticconsistency checks are performed as for assumptions.Each type expression occurring in a module leads to the extension of the module bodyby the corresponding type or class module instance in a manner analogous to the inclusionof group module instances. Thus, no explicit inclusion statement is required in order toincorporate a type or class module instance into another module. See also section 7.1.1below.An item pre�x serves to de�ne the home type for that module item. The home type inturn de�nes the type association of functions introduced and plays a role in the bindingof applied occurrences of function identi�ers (see section 7.5, step 4). The home type, ifde�ned, is identi�ed by the symbol $$, or by its initial type identi�er (occurrences of localtypes replaced by their de�ning expressions). The home type of an item pre�x is the maintype, if any, see section 7.4.An item sequence of the form T hmodule itemi+, where T is a type expression, is anabbreviation of [[T hmodule itemi]]+.The use of value parameters to types leads to certain semantical complications, becausetype expressions may occur within the scope of local variables and may thus depend on



7.2. GROUP MODULES 61them. In order to simplify the language semantics the use of value parameters to modulesis heavily restricted:1. Only subtype modules are allowed to have formal value parameters.2. Item pre�xes containing value parameters are illegal (local types transparent).3. A formal type parameter occurring as, or as part of, an item pre�x must not beinstantiated to a type expression containing value parameters, unless the item is partof a property module body. (Any value parameter of the e�ective pre�x of a propertymodule item will be ignored semantically, see section 7.5, step 1.1.)One consequence of the above rules and restrictions, together with the fact that itempre�xing is illegal in subtype modules, is that no function body can depend on value pa-rameters of types other than its owner type. For a function associated to a value dependenttype, say `T (e)`f , the value parameters e of the owner type can be seen as additional argu-ments to a function f associated to a type \skeleton" T (:) in which the value parametersare ignored. By this trick the theory TT (e) corresponding to a \local" type T (e) can bede�ned in terms of the theory 8njT (n) corresponding to the type skeleton, which is globallyde�ned.Identi�ers of functions introduced in a module instance (including all extensions) maybe systematically changed by adding a renaming clause to the module expression. Thesubstitutions are carried out as explained in section 7.5, step 5. The purpose of functionrenaming may be to avoid name conicts, or to identify one function with a di�erentlynamed one introduced in another module. Example:PriorityQueuefNatgwith(^�^as^�^)where the function � of the PriorityQueue instance is the one introduced in the propertyTotOrd (section 7.6) assumed by the former.Let TM be a type module expression with no renaming clause. Then the expressionTM with (f as g)represents the same type as TM , although textual renaming takes place in the type module.Thus, if both type expressions occur in a module then f and g will be alternative names onthe same function. The name g must be unpre�xed and is interpreted as if pre�xed by thepre�x of f . If the latter is unpre�xed it is interpreted as if pre�xed by TM . The renamingof a free function f must in this case be indicated by an explicit \empty" pre�x, ` `f . It isillegal to rename basic generators.7.1.1 Implemented typeshimplemented typei ::= hsimple type expri by hsimple type expressioniThis is so far a loose end of the language. (Cf. section 3.4.1).7.2 Group Moduleshgroup headeri ::= grouphgroup name clausei ::= hgroup identi



62 CHAPTER 7. MODULEShgroup formal value paramsi ::= hemptyihgroup rhsi ::= hgroup module-bodyihgroup itemi ::= hinclude stmti hlocal typesi hfunction signaturesihde�nition itemi hcombined de�nitionihaxiomsi hlemmasihlocal typesi ::= def type [[hlocal type identi==htype module-expri]]+,The purpose of a group module is to de�ne a set of possibly related functions on typesexpressible in terms of existing type modules and formal parameters. The functions willtypically be de�ned constructively, but arbitrary axioms are allowed as well. The functionidenti�ers introduced must be di�erent from the formal parameters of the module (for allkinds of module). A local type declaration introduces a name to serve as an abbreviation fora type expression. The name is strictly local to the module body containing the declaration,see section 7.5, step 2. Basis statements are not allowed in a group module body.Unpre�xed signatures are abbreviations for signatures with an \empty" pre�x (intro-ducing free functions).7.3 Property Moduleshproperty headeri ::= propertyhproperty name clausei ::= hproperty identihproperty formal value paramsi ::= hemptyihproperty rhsi ::= hproperty module-bodyihproperty itemi ::= hgroup itemi hbasis stmtiThe purpose of a property module is to express minimal requirements on type parame-ters to other modules. This is typically achieved by introducing functions on formal typescharacterized (weakly) by nonconstructive axioms. Notice that renaming of these functionsis possible, and may be necessary in many cases of property module instantiation, see theexample of section 7.1. Basis statements occurring in a property module must apply to (bepre�xed by) formal types.7.4 Type Modulestype ::= basetype �� subtypehlocal typei ::= hformal typei hlocal type identi htype under de�nitionihtype under de�nitioni ::= htype module identiType module identi�ers serve a double purpose: they identify type modules, and they standfor types, possibly parameterized, de�ned by the type module right hand side. Within atype module body type module identi�ers listed in the module heading are selfcontainedtype expressions denoting the types under de�nition, the �rst one in the list is called themain type. Unpre�xed type module items are interpreted as if pre�xed by the main typeidenti�er.7.4.1 Basetype moduleshbasetype headeri ::= type class



7.4. TYPE MODULES 63hbasetype name clausei ::= hbasetype module identi+,hbasetype formal value paramsi ::= hemptyihbasetype rhsi ::= hbasetype module-bodyihbasetype itemi ::= hgroup itemi hbasis stmtiThe type module indenti�ers of a basetype module heading are alternative identi�ers forthe same module. The types, all parameterized as indicated in the module heading, arede�ned algebraically in the module body by mutual recursion. Any basis statement shouldbe (e�ectively) pre�xed by a type under de�nition. Each such type must be completelyde�ned through su�ciently strong basis statements: either one-one genbas, or genbasplus obsbas.If the module header is type the types under de�nition are said to be non-class types; ifit is class they are said to be class-like types or classes. The only semantic di�erence is theway the respective values are manipulated in the execution of executable programs (valuevs. pointer copying). There are, however, restrictions on the use of expressions of class-liketypes as stated in sections 4.4.2 and 5.2.3.1; also the use of formal update parameters islimited to those of class-like types. An arbitrary type expression represents a non-class typeif all types occurring in the expression are non-class. If one or more class-like types occurthe expression represents a class-like type. (See also the next subsection.)For each type under de�nition in a basetype-module the binary relations ^=^and ^ 6=^areintroduced automatically as associated functions. See section 3.2 and section 7.5, step 1.3.7.4.2 Subtype moduleshsubtype headeri ::= subtype subclasshsubtype name clausei ::= hsubtype module identihsubtype formal value paramsi ::= happldomain tupleihsubtype rhsi ::= hmodule pre�xihsubtype module-bodyi?hmodule pre�xi ::= htype exprihconstrainti?hdefault indicationi?hdefault indicationi ::= default hexprihsubtype itemi ::= hgroup itemi hgenbas stmtiThe heading of a subtype-module identi�es one type under de�nition, say ST (possiblyparameterized). A subtype relation is established between ST and the type identi�ed bythe type expression of the module pre�x for every occurring instantiation of the formalparameters. If the module header is subtype the type expression of the module pre�xmust be a non-class type and so is the subtype under de�nition. If the header is subclassthe subtype under de�nition is class-like, and there is no restriction on the module pre�x.The value set of the subtype is (usually) identical to that of the pre�x type, unless aconstraint is given. For a module pre�x of the form T where B($) the value set of thesubtype is equal to f t : T B(t) == tg. The restricting Boolean expression is interpretedas if being the body of a T -associated function with implicit dominant argument ($). It alsohas access to the contents of module instances assumed or included in subtype heading. Acoercion function from T to ST is de�ned automatically as explained in section 7.5 step1.2. No coercion from ST to T is needed since a ST -value belongs to T by de�nition.A default indication rede�nes the default value associated with the type ST . The defaultexpression is interpreted with ST as the home type, and its value must satisfy the precedingconstraint, if any.



64 CHAPTER 7. MODULESThe subtype module ST inherits all functions declared in the module instance T of themodule pre�x (with domains and codomains unchanged), except those which are rede�ned.See section 7.5, in particular steps 3 and 4. Also the generator- and observation bases areinherited. However, the subtype module body may contain a genbas statement identifyinga subset of the original generator basis. This is another way of reducing the value set ofthe pre�x type. As a consequence the case construct with respect to the subtype is reducedaccordingly, but this reduction is not reected in the coercion function from T to ST . Inorder to have full type protection for arguments of type ST one should in this case alsoprovide a constraint only satis�ed by values generated by the reduced basis.All items of a subtype-module body must be unpre�xed. This implies that the hometype is de�ned to be the type under de�nition throughout the module body. It also impliesthat coercion between subtypes can not be de�ned explicitly, but must be indirect througha base type. See also section 7.1.7.5 Module Instances.A module expression ME with the module identi�er M identi�es a module instanceMI = (MB; TP;RP )where:� MB, the speci�cation part, is a speci�cation text obtained from the module body ofthe module M .� TP , the type part, is the set of "skeletons" of the types occurring in M . The skeletonof a type is obtained by replacing the value parameters at all paranthesis levels of thetype expression by distinct formal parameters.� RP , the relation part representing the subtype relation, is a set of ordered pairs(T;U), one for each subtype skeleton T in TP , and where U is the correspondinginstance of the type expression of the module pre�x of the subtype module in question(occurrences of value parameters replaced by those of the skeleton T ).A type T is said to be a direct subtype of a type U if and only if there is a pair (T 0; U 0) inRP such that T can be obtained from T 0 by instantiating its formal value parameters, andU is the corresponding instance of U 0. The subtype relation, �, is de�ned as the reexivetransitive closure of the direct subtype relation.The module instance MI identi�ed by ME is obtained in the following steps.STEP 1. Initialization and syntactic sugar.1. MB is initialized to a copy of the module body of the module M . If M is a propertymodule, all axioms, de�nitions, and basis statements become agged \assumed". Ifa genbas statement is so agged, each occurrence of a case construct over the hometype of the former is replaced by a corresponding if-any construct, as explained insection 4.11. All item pre�xes are replaced by their skeletons.2. If M is a subtype module then MB is extended by the declaration of a coercionfunction from the supertype to M . If the module pre�x contains a constraint B thedeclaration is



7.5. MODULE INSTANCES. 65TE coercion M error M == if B then $ else error M �where TE is the type expression of the module pre�x. If there is no semantic restric-tion coercion is by an identity function.TE coercion M == $3. If M is a basetype module then for each type T under de�nition the following itemsare added to MB.T binrel =; 6=T def x 6= y == not(x = y)4. All abbreviations in the contents of MB are expanded.5. Each occurrence in MB of the symbol $$ is replaced by the home type expression forthat occurrence.6. The type part TP is initialized to contain the formal type parameters of M , theidenti�ers of the types under de�nition, if any, as well as the skeletons of all (other)type expressions occurring in the whole of module M.7. The relation part RP is initialized to the set f(M;TE)g if module M has a modulepre�x and where TE is the type expression of the latter, otherwise to the empty set.8. Each occurrence as a type expression inMI of the identi�er of a type under de�nitionis augmented by the formal parameter parts of module M .9. Each occurrence of a formal parameter of M in MI is agged so as to be distinguish-able from all other identi�ers.10. Each occurrence of an unpre�xed error application within a de�nition body becomespre�xed by the name of the function being de�ned.STEP 2. Local types.1. Each occurrence in MI of a local type is replaced by its de�ning expression. (Thisstep is iterated as required.)2. All local type declarations are deleted from MB.STEP 3. Inclusions.1. For each module expression ME0 occurring in an assumption or inclusion clause inthe heading of module M the item include ME 0 is added to MB. Also for each typeT in TP , except formal type parameters and types under de�nition, the item includeT is added.2. Each item of the form include X is replaced by the speci�cation part of the moduleinstance identi�ed by X, the delimiters module and endmodule deleted. The typepart is added to TP , and the relation part is added to RP .



66 CHAPTER 7. MODULES3. It is checked that any two function signatures for the same function identi�er areeither syntactically equal, or the pre�xes are distinct type skeletons (or one is empty)and both signatures de�ne the same or no dominant argument position.4. For any two items T genbas S and T 0 genbas S0 occurring inMB, it is checked thatT�T 0 implies S is a subset of S0.5. If M is not a property module all axioms, de�nitions, and basis statements agged\assumed" become lemmas agged \not proven".6. It is checked that no function has two syntactically distinct de�nitions, and that eachaxiom contains at least one function without a de�nition, other than basic generatorsand equalities.STEP 4. Function binding.Each applied occurrence in MI of a function identi�er has a function pre�x, FP , whichmay or may not be user de�ned. The occurrence is bound to some function signature. Each(sub-)expression and function call has two attributes: AT (the \actual" type) and ET (the\expected" type). Attribute values and bindings are de�ned according to the rules below.The syntactic functionB : htype expri � hfunction identi ! htype expriplays a role in the rules de�ning FP . For type T and function identi�er f B(T; f) is thesmallest type U such that T�U and U owns a function f . If no such type exists B(T; f) isunde�ned.� AT of a variable occurrence is the type of the variable (which is either de�ned explictlyor, if the variable is introduced in a formal application or formal call, by the ET ofthe de�ning occurrence).� AT of a function application is the codomain of an instance of the function signatureto which the main operator is bound, in which any formal value parameters of thesignature pre�x are instantiated by the actual value parameters of the function pre�xFP .� AT of a function call is like that of a function application, but reduced accordingto the list of update parameters, possibly resulting in an \empty" type product (seesection ...).� AT of an explicit tuple is the product of the component AT 's.� AT of an expression of the form e as T is T .� AT of an expression of the form e qua T is T .� AT of a case-expression with branch expressions e1; e2; :::; en is the smallest type Tsuch that Ti�T can be veri�ed textually, where Ti is the AT of ei, i=1,2,...,n.� AT of an expression of the form e on ::: no is the AT of e.



7.5. MODULE INSTANCES. 67� AT of an error expression is the (return part of) the codomain of the function (pro-cedure) to which the error is associated.� ET of the main operator of the left hand side of a function de�nition is the home typeof that module item if de�ned, otherwise an imaginary type regarded as the \owner"of the free functions.� ET of the main operator of a discriminator of a case construct is the base type ofthe AT of the discriminand.� ET of the argument to a function occurrence (possibly an explicit tuple) is the domainof an instance of the function signature to which the occurrence is bound, in whichany formal value parameters of the signature pre�x are instantiated to the actualvalue parameters of the function pre�x FP .� ET of each component of an explicit tuple is the corresponding type component of theET of the tuple. If the latter is not an explicit type product with the right numberof components a syntactic error situation obtains.� ET of the right hand side of a function de�nition is the codomain of the functionsignature to which the main operator of the left hand side is bound.� ET of the right hand side of an assignment is the AT of the left hand side.� ET of the left hand side of a function call is the AT of the right hand side if any,otherwise the empty type product.� ET of the argument of a nonformal error is as de�ned in the error part of the signatureto which the owner function is bound.� ET of the argument of a formal error is as de�ned in the error part of the signature towhich the owner function is bound, instantiated according to the value parameters,if any, of the FP of the postscripted function occurrence.� ET of the argument of a formal or nonformal branch is as de�ned in the correspondingbranch declaration.� ET of e in the expression e as T is T .� ET of e in the expression e qua T is the base type of T .� ET of the expression of each branch of a case-expression is the ET of the latter.� ET of e in an expression of the form e on ::: no is the ET of the whole construct.� ET of the expression of an applicative error handler is the AT of the postscriptedexpression.� ET of a return-expression of a function- or procedure body is the codomain ofthe function signature to which the main operator of the left hand side is bound,respectively the return part of that codomain.� If an occurrence of a function identi�er f has a user de�ned pre�x UP , its FP isB(UP; f) if de�ned, otherwise a syntactic error situation obtains. If there is no userde�ned pre�x the following rules apply.



68 CHAPTER 7. MODULES� If the occurrence is the operator of a formal application or formal call its FP is theET of the latter (or the empty pre�x if the ET is the imaginary owner of the freefunctions), otherwise:� If f has a dominant argument position the FP is B(T; f), if de�ned, where T is thecorresponding component of the AT of the argument (possibly an explicit tuple). IfB(T; f) is unde�ned a syntactic error situation obtains.� If f has no dominant argument position the FP is:1. B(ET; f) if de�ned, otherwise2. B(HT; f), where HT is the home type, if both types are de�ned, otherwise3. the empty pre�x if there is a free function f , otherwise4. a type T in TP having an associated f if T is unique and the type expression Tcontains no value parameters on any paranthesis level.5. Otherwise a syntactic error situation obtains.� An occurrence of f with pre�x FP is bound to a function signature with identi�er fand pre�x coinciding with FP outside value parameters.STEP 5. CoercionEach expression for which AT�ET does not hold is augmented by inserting a coercion fromAT to ET . If such coercion is not de�ned a syntactic error situation obtains. Exceptions:The branch expressions of a case-expression, the components of a tuple, and the main partof a postscripted expression are ignored in this analysis. (Otherwise erroneous multiplecoercion would result.)Coercion from type T to type U is de�ned if there is type V such that T�V and U�V ,otherwise if there are types T 0 and U 0 such that T�T 0, U�U 0, and there is explicit coercionfrom T 0 to U 0. In the latter case coercion is in two main steps, where the intermediate typeU 0 is as small as possible. For product types T and U of the same number of componentscoercion is de�ned if there is coercion from each component of T to the correspondingcomponent of U . Coercion from T to U is in this case expressed by a function applying thenecessary coercions to the individual components. (Notice that the expression in questionmay or may not be an explicit tuple.)STEP 6. Function identi�er substitutions.The substitution clause of ME, if any, is e�ected as follows.1. For a substitution `T`I as J, (I; J unpre�xed identi�ers) it is checked that a functionsignature for I with pre�x T exists. Its function identi�er is replaced by J . Also eachoccurrence in MB of `T`I, is replaced by `T`J.For a substitution I as J all occurrences of I as function identi�er inMB are replacedby J (pre�xes retained).2. Step 3.3 is repeated.



7.6. EXAMPLES OF PROPERTIES AND FUNCTION GROUPS 69STEP 7. Parameter transmission.All occurrences in MB of formal type parameters of M are simultaneously replaced bythe corresponding actual parameters of ME. All occurrences in TP and RP of formaltype parameters ofM are simultaneously replaced by skeletons of the corresponding actualparameters of ME, in which the value parameters are fresh identi�ers.7.6 Examples of Properties and Function GroupsThe following property de�nes the minimum requirements to a partially ordered type T :property PartOrdfTg ==module T binrel �axioms (x; y; z : T )total �x � xx � y � x => x = yx � y � z => x � zendmoduleThe �rst axiom states that � is a total relation; the intention is that if x and y are\unrelated" both x � y and y � x are false.A given type S is (satis�es) PartOrd if S has an associated relation � which satis�esthe four axioms. For instance, PartOrdfIntegerg is satis�ed. The property PartOrd maybe used to specify an assumption about the formal type parameters of another module. Forinstance, the following module requires that the formal parameter T is partially ordered by�. group OrdAugfTg assuming PartOrdfTg ==moduleT binrel <;>;�T def x < y == x � y and not x = yx > y == y < xx � y == y � xendmoduleThis module, \Augmented Order", de�nes new order relations in terms of �. When OrdAugis included, the actual type parameter must satisfy PartOrd. (Such situations are illustratedbelow.) This is a convenient way of providing executable de�nitions of the relations <;>;�,given that an executable de�nition of � exists at the point of use.A total ordering is a partial ordering satisfying an additional axiom:property TotOrdfTg assuming PartOrdfTg ==module axioms (x; y : T )x � y _ y � xendmodule



70 CHAPTER 7. MODULESWe may now use OrdAug to de�ne an augmented total ordering:property TotOrdAugfTg assuming TotOrdfTg ==module include OrdAugfTg endmoduleNotice that the assumption of TotOrd implies the validity of PartOrd assumed in theOrdAuggroup. Using TotOrdAug in an assumption would have the e�ect of assuming TotOrd andincluding OrdAug.Integers have the following property:property LinOrdfTg assuming TotOrdAugfTg ==module T func ST =: TPT =: Taxioms (x; y : T )Px < x < SxPSx = x = SPx(x < y) = (Sx � y) = (x � Py)endmoduleAs shown in the next example two types may be restricted simultaneously.property TractfS; Tg ==module T coercion SS coercion Taxioms (x : T )x as S as T == xendmoduleTwo types U and V satisfy Tract if coercion is de�ned both ways and if the coercion functionfrom V to U is total and one-to-one (injective) and does not conict with the coercion fromU to V . For instance, TractfInteger,Natg is satis�ed, but not TractfNat,Integerg.The �nal example expresses a property satis�ed by all enumeration and subrange types(sect. 8.1, 8.2). It is a necessary requirement for array index types (sect. 8.5).property EnumfTg assuming LinOrdfTg, TractfNat,Tg ==module T init lo,hiT axioms (x : T )(lo � x � hi) == tPlo == errorShi == errorendmodule7.7 Examples of Type ModulesSeveral of the following examples must or should be prede�ned types.



7.7. EXAMPLES OF TYPE MODULES 717.7.1 Booleantype Boolean ==modulefunc f =: $$; t =: $$; not$$ =: $$assoc and, orbinrel impliesone-one genbas f, tdef not x == case x of f! t t! f fox and y == case x of f! f t! y fox or y == not(not x and not y)x implies y == (not x) or yendmoduleThe type Boolean is prede�ned in ABEL. So are several additional associated mechanismslike quanti�ers and non-strict operators, which are not de�nable within the language, seechapters 3 and 4.7.7.2 Natural numberstype Nat ==modulefunc z =: $$; S$$ =: $$one-one genbas z, Sbinrel �def x � y == case x of z ! t Sx! x � y and x 6= yinclude OrdAugfNatgfunc P$$ =: $$ errorUnderow == case $ of z! error Underow Sx! x foassoc +def x+ y == case y of z!x Sy!S(x+ y) fofunc x : $$� y : $$ == case y of z!x Sy!P(x� y) fo.....lemmas LinOrdf$$gendmodulesubtype Nat1 == Nat where $ 6= zmodule genbas S endmoduletype Num == f0; 1; :::;MAXgmodule : : : e�cient implementations of arithmetic operators : : : endmoduleThe types Nat and Nat1 are executable, but not very e�cient. The type Num is intendedto be a built-in e�ciently implemented type, where MAX stands for an implementationde�ned maximum decimal number. There is coercion both ways between Nat and Num,see section 8.1 on enumeration types. Since the generator basis of Num consists of numericliterals case constructs on expressions of this type have the conventional form.



72 CHAPTER 7. MODULES7.7.3 The type Chartype Char ==modulefunc '~(0)' =: $$, '~(1)' =: $$, '~(2)' =: $$, : : :genbas '~(0)', '~(1)', '~(2)', : : :def func ' ' =: $$ == '~(32)';def func ' !' =: $$ == '~(33)';def func '"'=: $$ == '~(34)';...obs make Nat =: Nat,is space =: Bool,is digit =: Bool,is letter =: Bool,digit val =: Nat error illegal digit ;Nat obs make Char =: Char error illegal Char,make digit =: Char error illegal digit ;oper up case;def make Nat== case $ of'~(0)' ! 0'~(1)' ! 1...fo;def is space == $ � ' ';def is digit == '0' � $ � '9';def is letter == 'A' � $ � 'Z' _ 'a' � $ � 'z';def digit val == if is digit then make Nat($)� make Nat('0')else error illegal digit ;Nat def make Char == case $ of0 ! '~(0)'1 ! '~(1)'...others error illegal Charfo;Nat def make digit == if $ � 9 then make Char(make Nat('0')+ $)else error illegal digit �def up case == if is letter ^ $ � 'a' then make Char(make Nat($)�32)else $ �endmoduleThe Char values are '~(0)', '~(1)' etc. Additional names like ' !', 'A' etc. are also de�ned, butthese names and their de�nition are implementation-de�ned, as are the various functionsoperating on Char values; the de�nitions supplied here are based on the ASCII characterset.This section is not yet completed.



7.7. EXAMPLES OF TYPE MODULES 737.7.4 Sequencestype SeqfTg ==modulefunc e =: Seq { { empty sequenceSeq `T =: Seq { { append rightT aSeq =: Seq { { append leftT func [T ] =: Seq { { singleton[T; T ] =: Seq { { doubleton[T; T; T ] =: Seq { { tripleton...Seq assoc à { { concatenatefunc # Seq =: Nat { { lengthrterm(Seq) error rterm { { right termlrest(Seq) error lrest { { left restlterm(Seq) error lterm { { left termrrest(Seq) error rrest { { right restSeq[Nat1] =: T error subscript { { subscriptSeq[Nat1;Nat] =: Seq { { segment by lengthSeq[Nat1..Nat1] =: Seq { { segment by end pointSeq[Nat1! T ] =: Seq { { point updateone-one genbas e; ^`̂def x aq == case q of e! e `x q `y ! (x aq) `y foT def [x] == e `x[x; y] == e `x `y[x; y; z] == e `x `y `z...Seq def q àr == case r of e! q r `x ! (q àr) `x fo#q == case q of e! 0 q `x !#q +1rterm(q) == case q of e! error rterm q`x ! x folrest(q) == case q of e! error lrest q`x ! q folterm(q) == case q of e! error lterm q`x !case q of e!x ^`^ ! lterm(q) forrest(q) == case q of e! error rrest q`x !case q of e! e ^`^ ! rrest(q)`x foq[Si] == case q of e! error subscript ^`^ !case i of z! lterm(q) Sj ! rrest(q)[j] fo foq[i;n] == case n of z ! e Sm ! q[i;m] `q[i+ n]q[i::j] == q[i; j + 1� i]q[i!x] == q[1:: i� 1] à[x] àq[i+ 1 :: #q]lemmas (q; r; s : Seq)e àq = qq à(r às) = (q àr) àsone-one genbas e; ^âgenbas e; [^]; ^ à̂endmodule



74 CHAPTER 7. MODULESThe concept of sequences is a generally useful one for reasoning about programs. Herewe have only introduced a few of the most frequently used operators. The append operatorsymbols are intended to indicate asymmetric plus signs. A generator basis consisting ofe and `has been chosen because it has the one-one property, and because right extendedsequences often occur when applying Hoare-type reasoning to imperative programs. Two ofthe lemmas assert the existence of alternative generator bases. In order to assist in provingthis fact, the proof system should construct corresponding �rst order lemmas.Some operations on sequences are only meaningful on sequences if the base type isordered. We de�ne the predicate incr, which holds for a sequence of strictly increasingvalues. The predicate is used in the example of sect. 8.6.group TotOrdSeqfTg assuming TotOrdfTg ==moduledef type Seq == SeqfTgSeq func incr Seq =: Boolean == case $ of e! t q `x !case q of e! t r `y ! y < x ^ incr qfo foendmoduleSome specially notated sequence constructors may be de�ned for types which are linearlyordered.group SeqRangefTg assuming LinOrdfTg ==moduleT func [T ;Nat ] =: SeqfTg { { range by length[T::T ] =: SeqfTg { { range by end pointdef [t;n] == case n of z! e Sm! [t;m]`n fo[t::u] == [t; 1 + u� t]endmodule7.7.5 The type Stringsubtype String ==SequencefCharg modulecoercion Char error length error,Nat error syntax error,Nat1 error syntax error,Int error syntax error ;Char coercion String ;Nat coercion String ;Int coercion String ;oper strip;def as Char == if #S = 1 then S[1] else error length error �;def as Nat ==progvar N : Num;call $ as Num =: Non syntax error ! return error syntax erroroverow ! return error syntax error



7.7. EXAMPLES OF TYPE MODULES 75endon;return N as Natendprog;def as Nat1 ==progvar N : Num ;call $ as Nat =: Non syntax error ! return error syntax error endon;return if N = 0 then error syntax error else N as Nat1 �endprog;def as Int ==progvar S := $.strip,N : Nat ;if S = e then return error syntax error �;if S[1] = '+' _ S[1] = '�' thencall S[2 : :#S] as Nat =: Non syntax error ! return error syntax error endon;return if S[1] = '+' then N else �N �elsecall S as Nat =: Non syntax error ! return error syntax error endon;return Nendifendprog;Char def as String == < $ >;Nat def as String == ($ as Num) as String;Nat1 def as String == ($ as Num) as String;Int def as String == if sign = plus then abs as Stringelse '�' a (abs as String) �;def strip == if $ = e ! eelsif $[1].is blank ! $[2 : :#$]elsif $[#$].is blank ! $[1 : :#$� 1]else $�endmoduleThis section is not yet completed.7.7.6 Finite Setstype FinSetfTg ==modulefunc null =: FinSet { { empty setFinSet add T =: FinSet { { add an element



76 CHAPTER 7. MODULESFinSet has T =: Boolean { { membership testFinSet del T =: FinSet { { delete an elementgenbas null, ^add^def s has x == case s of null ! f s add y !x = y _ s has x fodef s del x == case s of null ! null t add y !if x = y then t del x else t del x add y � foobsbas ^has^lemmas (s:FinSet, x,y:T)s add x add x = s add xs add x add y = s add y add xendmoduleThe concept of �nite sets is more di�cult mathematically than the types introduced earlier,in the sense that no one-one generator basis exists. The obsbas statement implies thefollowing explicit de�nition of the equality relation over FinSetdef s = t == all x:T (s has x) = (t has x)which is non-constructive. The lemmas are direct consequences of the de�nitions of has .



Chapter 8Special Typeshspecial typei ::= henumerationi hrangei htype producti htype unioni harray typeiThe special types are traditional ad hoc notations for certain useful type families. Bystretching the syntax of module headings as well as the formal parameter mechanism thespecial types can be de�ned as type modules.8.1 Enumerationshenumerationi ::= fhidenti+, gDe�ne for arbitrary nonnegative integer n:type fV0, V1, : : : , Vng ==moduledef type E == $$init V0, V1, : : : , Vn, lo, hione-one genbas V0, V1, : : : , Vndef lo == V0hi == Vncoercion Nat == case $ of V0 ! z V1 ! Sz ::: Vn ! S:::Sz foNat coercion E error overow == case $ of z ! V0 Si !case i of z ! V1 Si !...case i of z ! Vn Si !error overow fo ... fo fofunc Sx : E =: E error overow == (`Nat`Sx) asE on overow !error overow nofunc Px : E =: E error underow == (`Nat`Px) on underow !error underow nobinrel �def x � y == x as Nat � yinclude OrdAugf$$glemmas Enumf$$gendmodule 77



78 CHAPTER 8. SPECIAL TYPESEnumeration types are (e�ciently) executable. The default value is equal to V0. There iscoercion to and from natural numbers. The \actual parameters" of an enumeration typeexpression play the role of identi�ers of constant functions associated to the type.8.2 Range Types.hrangei ::= fhexpri : : hexprigsubtype fA::Bg == T where A � $ � B default Amodule genbas A,..,B { { listing all T-values between A and B, providedthe actual parameters for A and B are constantsinit lo == Ainit hi == BendmoduleThe actual value parameters for A and B must be coercible to one and the same enumer-ation type. T is an additional formal parameter identifying that type. Examples: f1::10g,f0::m� 1g. In the latter case the generator basis can not be rede�ned. Range types areexecutable.8.3 Product Typeshtype producti ::= happldomain tupleiDe�ne for arbitrary positive integer n:type (T1; T2; :::; Tn) ==moduleinit (T1; T2; :::; Tn)genbas (^; ^:::^; ^)obs 1 =: T1; 2 =: T2; :::; n =: Tn { { n stands for the numeral n in boldfacedef (x1; x2; :::; xn):1 == x1def (x1; x2; :::; xn):2 == x2...def (x1; x2; :::; xn):n == xnendmoduleThe values of a type product are tuples. (Notice that we are stretching the rules for mix�xnotation in declaring the generator function.) The components of a tuple value may be ac-cessed by the prede�ned selector functions 1, 2,...,n, or by using a case construct. A typeproduct with a single component, (T ), is indistinguishable from the type T itself; in par-ticular the generator function is redundant (since parentheses enclosing a single expressionhas no semantic signi�cance).If any of the components of a type product is a class-like type, then so is the producttype. It is executable if all component types are executable.De�ne for positive integers n and k such that k � n:



8.4. UNION TYPES 79subtype (T1; :::; a : Tk; :::; Tn) == (T1; :::; Tk; :::; Tn)module obs a := Tkdef (x1; :::; xk; :::; xn):a == xkendmoduleThe label of a labelled component type identi�es a user de�ned selector function. As theresult of explicit or implicit case constructs the selector functions de�ned for a producttype may play the role of formal variables, formal parameters of functions, or even programvariables, see section 4.5 and chapter 6. (This also applies to the label, if any, of a singletonproduct.)Examples:subtype Integer == (sign : fplus;minusg; abs :Nat) where abs = 0 ) sign = plusmodulecoercion Nat == if sign=plus then abs else error �Nat coercion Integer == (plus,$) qua Integerfunc S$$ =: $$ == if sign=plus then (plus,Sabs)elsif abs= 1 then (plus; 0)else (minus,Pabs) � qua Integerassoc +;�...func gcd(x : $$; y : $$) =: $$ == ... ......endmoduleThis type module could be an alternative to the de�nition of the Integer type given in thefollowing section. The qua clauses express an obligation to prove that the function valueof the coercion function from Nat and that of the function S satify the constraint of themodule pre�x. The default value is equal to (plus,0) qua Integer.subtype Rational == (num:Integer,denom:Nat1) where gcd(num,denom) = 1module coercion Integer == if denom= 1 then num else error �Integer coercion Rational == ($; 1) qua Rationalinit norm(Integer,Nat1)assoc +def norm(n; d) == let c == gcd(n; d) in (n=c; d=c) ni qua Rational(a; b) + (c; d) == norm(a � d+ b � c; b � c): : :endmoduleIt is necessary to prove that the bodies of the function norm and the coercion functionfrom Integer satisfy the constraint of the module pre�x. The default value is equal to(0; 1) qua Rational.8.4 Union Typeshtype unioni ::= ( htype alternativei [[+ htype alternativei]]+ )htype alternativei ::= hlabeli:htype expri



80 CHAPTER 8. SPECIAL TYPESDe�ne for integer n � 2:type (a1 : T1 + a2 : T2 + :::+ an : Tn) ==moduleinit a1(T1); a2(T2); :::; an(Tn)one-one genbas a1; a2; :::; andef type U == $$T1coercion U == a1($)endmoduleThe labels of a union type play the role of injector functions associated to that particularunion type. If any of the actual parameters for T1; T2; :::; Tn is a class-like type, then sois the union type. It is executable if all constituents are executable. Notice that the �rstalternative type has coercion to the union. That fact is useful in the following example.subtype Integer == (pos:Nat + neg:Nat1)module coercion Nat == case $ of pos(n) ! n fofunc S i:Integer =: Integer ==case i of pos(n) ! Sn neg(Sn) ! if n = 0 then 0 else neg(n) � foassoc +; �: : :endmoduleThe module indicates the structure of the prede�ned type Integer. The built-in coercionfrom the �rst alternative to the union type causes natural numbers to be acceptable integerarguments. The default Integer value is pos(0).8.5 Array Typesharray typei ::= array hindex type expri of helement type exprisubclass array I of E assuming EnumfIg == SeqfEg where #$ = 1 + `I`hi� `I`lomodule func A : $$[i : I] =: E == (A as SeqfEg)[1 + i� `I`lo]func A : $$[i : I;n :Nat] =: SeqfEg == (A as SeqfEg)[1 + i� `I`lo;n]func A : $$[i : I::j : I] =: SeqfEg == A[i; 1 + j � i]func A : $$[i : I! x : E] =: $$ == A[`I `lo::Pi] à[x] àA[Si::`I`hi]endmoduleThe array class is prede�ned and e�ciently implemented, provided that the index andelement types are executable. The default (initial) value of an array I of E is an arrayof default E-values.8.6 An E�cient Implementation of Finite Setssubtype NIL == fNilgsubclass BinTreefTg == (nil :NIL + tree : (l : BinTree; v : T; r : BinTree))



8.6. AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF FINITE SETS 81module obs in�x =: SeqfTg == case $ of nil ! etree ! l.in�x à[v] àr.in�x foendmodulesubclass FINSETfTg assuming TotOrdfTgincluding TotOrdSeqfTg ==BinTreefTg where incr in�xmoduleobs has(x : T ) =:Boolean ==case $ of nil ! f tree !if x < v then l:has(x) elsif v < x then r:has(x) else t� foproc add(x : T ) ==prog case @$ of nil ! $ := tree(Nil; x;Nil) tree !if x < v then @l:add(x) elsif v < x then @r:add(x)� foendprogproc del(x : T ) == prog case @$ of nil ! skip tree!if x < v then @l:del(x) elsif v < x then @r:del(x)else case r of nil ! $ := ltree(rl; rv; rr) ! v := rv; @r:del(rv)fo � foendprogimplements FinSetfTgwith(null as Nil; ^has^ as has; ^add^ as add; ^del^ as del) eq in�xendmoduleThis implementation of the �nite set concept of section 7.7.4 is more e�cient than the orig-inal de�nition by being a class. Also each operation takes logarithmic expected time, andeach element of a set object occurs only once in the representation. Notice that two FINSETobjects, S1 and S2, represent the same FinSet value if and only if S1.in�x = S2.in�x.
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Chapter 9Communication andInput/Output.This chapter describes the mechanisms provided by Abel for interprocess communicationand input/output.The two basic concepts provided are streams and �les. Streams are used for inputfrom and output to purely one-directional devices, such as the user's keyboard or a lineprinter. It will also be used for inter-process communication when Abel is extended withthe concept of parallel processes. Files are used for writing to and reading from permanentstorage devices, such as disk drives or magnetic tapes.The data transmitted on streams and �les are bytes, i.e. values in the range 0{255.Encoding and decoding of values to and from bytes is described in section 9.3 on page 87.9.1 Streams.InAbel a stream is represented by an object of class Stream or one of its subclasses In streamand Out stream. Since these three classes form a logical unit, they are combined into thecontext STREAMS.The class In stream de�nes the receiving end of a communication channel. It containsa single operation get, which is used to receive one element of data (a byte).The class Out stream de�nes the sending end of a communication channel. Its singleoperator put is used to send one data element.The class Stream contains no operations and is never used to perform any communica-tion. It is used to de�ne the concept of a history, which is common to both In stream andOut stream. An attribute p (the \past") will collect a history of all elements transmittedon the stream. Thus each call on put or get will augment the history p with one element.An observer last byte will give the last element added to p.A non-executable version of STREAMS is given here; it is the responsibility of eachAbel implementor to provide the corresponding executable one.context STREAMS ==subtype Byte == [0 : : 255] ,Byte seq == SequencefByteg;subclass Stream ==(p: Byte seq) module 83



84 CHAPTER 9. COMMUNICATION AND INPUT/OUTPUT.def obs last byte =: Byte == p[#p]endmodule;subclass In stream ==Stream moduleproc get =: Byte;def get ==progconst x := some Byte;@p ` x;return xendprogendmodule;subclass Out stream ==Stream moduleproc put(Byte);def put(x ) ==prog@p ` xendprogendmoduleendcontext9.2 Files.The context FILES contains mainly the de�nition of the class File, instances of which areused to represent �les. The actual contents of the �le are kept in two attributes: p and f.The former contains the part of the �le which has been read (the \past") while the lattercontains the part to be read (the \future").context FILES ==import Byte, Byte seq from STREAMS,File name, Directory from DIRECTORIES ;var dir : Directory ;type File state == fclosed, readable, writable, updatableg;subclass File ==(p: Byte seq, f : Byte seq, fn: File name,state: File state, altered : Bool)moduleinit scratch,assign(File name);proc open read,open write,open append,open update,close,



9.2. FILES. 85put(Byte) =: error mode error,get =: Byte error mode error error end �le,locate(Nat1 ) =: error mode error error locate error ;obs more =: Boolean,loc =: Nat1,last byte =: Byte;def scratch ==progreturn(e, e, '', closed, f)endprog;def assign(f name) ==progreturn(e, (dir.lookup(f name) on no such �le ! e no),f name, closed, f)endprog;def open read ==prog(p, f, state) := (e, p àf, readable)endprog;def open write ==prog(p, f, state) := (e, e, writable)endprog;def open append ==prog(p, f, state) := (p àf, e, writable)endprog;def open update ==prog(p, f, state) := (e, p àf, updatable)endprog;def close ==progif altered ^ fn 6= '' then@dir.insert(fn, p àf ); altered := fendif;state := closedendprog;def put(x ) ==progif state=closed _ state=readable ! return error mode error endif;@p ` x; altered := t;if state = updatable ^#f > 0 ! f := f [2 : :#f ] endif



86 CHAPTER 9. COMMUNICATION AND INPUT/OUTPUT.endprog;def get ==progif state=closed _ state=writable ! return error mode error endif;if :more ! return error end �le endif;const x := f [1];(p, f ) := (p ` x, f [2 : :#f ]);return xendprog;def locate(n) ==progif state 6= updatable ! return error mode error endif;p := p àf ;if n > #p+ 1 ! return error locate error endif;(p, f ) := (p[1 : : n� 1], p[n : :#p])endprog;def last byte == p[#p];def more == #f > 0;def loc == #p+ 1endmoduleendcontextThis context contains a variable dir which represents the complete �le directory. (Thede�nition of the directory can be found in section 9.2.1, page 86.)Example 15 A short routine to create a copy named `B.INT' of a �le named `A.INT'.def func copy �le ==progvar a : File = assign('A.INT'),b: File = assign('B.INT');@a.open read ; @b.open write;var x : Byte;loop while a.more;@a.get =: x ; @b.put(x )endloop;@a.close; @b.closeendprog9.2.1 The Directory.The context DIRECTORIES consists mainly of the de�nition of the class Directory, aninstance of which (in context FILES ) is used to represent the �le system available. All �lesare stored as byte sequences, and they are accessed by a �le name. If the �le system isstructured, the �le name is assumed to contain the necessary structure information.



9.3. ENCODING AND DECODING 87context DIRECTORIES ==import Byte seq from STREAMS ;type File name == String ;class Directory ==moduleinit empty dir ;proc insert(File name, Byte seq),remove(File name);obs lookup(File name) =: Byte seq error no such �le;genbas empty dir, insert ;def lookup(fn) ==case $ of empty dir ! error no such �led:insert(x; y) ! if x = fn then yelse d.lookup(fn)�fo;def remove(fn) ==case $ of empty dir ! ed:insert(x; y) ! if x = fn then delse d:remove(fn):insert(x; y)�fo;endmoduleendcontext9.3 Encoding and DecodingThis section describes an extension TEXT FILES to the FILES context,1 in which �les areregarded as texts, i.e. sequences of characters (Char values) representing values of varioustypes. The context de�nes a class Text �le containing routines to handle encoding anddecoding of values of the prede�ned types.context TEXT FILES ==import File from FILES ;const end line == : : : ;subclass Text �le ==File moduleproc write(String),read Char =: Char error mode error error end �le,read =: String error mode error error end �le;obs last Char =: Char ;1A similar extension TEXT STREAMS to the STREAMS context is assumed to exist; it contains anextension In text stream to class In stream (containing the read and read Char procedures) and an extensionOut text stream to the class Out stream (containing the write procedure). TEXT STREAMS will not bedescribed here.



88 CHAPTER 9. COMMUNICATION AND INPUT/OUTPUT.def write(s) ==progfor i in [1 : :#s] loopcall put(make Nat(s[i]))endloopendprog;def read Char ==progvar b: Byte;call get =: bon mode error ! return error mode errorend �le ! return error end �leendon;return make Char(b)endprog;def read ==progvar s : String = e,c: Char ;loopcall read Char =: con mode error ! return error mode errorend �le ! return error end �leendonwhile c.is space;endloop;loop@s `c;call read Char =: c on end �le invoke exit endonwhile :c.is space;endloop;return sendprog;def last Char == make Char(last byte)endmoduleendcontext
9.3.1 The end line constant.The TEXT FILES context de�nes a Char constant representing the line separator. (Evenif the system uses more than one character to separate lines, Abel programs will use onlythe end line character.) The actual character value is implementation-de�ned.



9.3. ENCODING AND DECODING 899.3.2 Output to text �les.The procedure write is de�ned for writing String values to text �les. It will also handlevalues of other types if a coercion function from that type to String has been de�ned. Thisis the case for all prede�ned types.Example 16 Writing to text �les.@f.write('x = ');@f.write(x );@f.write(end line);The three value output here are of types String, Int and Char, so the last two values willbe coerced to String values. The three calls above could also be written as@f.write('x = ' à x à end line);9.3.3 Input from text �les.The two basic input routines are read Char and read ; the former reads the next byte in the�le and converts it to a Char value, the latter reads a text �eld, i.e. a non-empty sequenceof non-blank characters surrounded by blanks. (For a de�nition of blank characters, seethe de�ntion of Char in section 7.7.3 on page 72.) This �eld may subsequently be coercedto any type for which a coercion function from String has been de�ned.Example 17 Reading from text �les.var x : Int, c: Char ;@f.read =: x ;@f.read =: c;@f.read Char =: c;The di�erence between the last two calls is that the former will read the next non-blankcharacter (which must be in a �eld of length 1) while the latter will read the next characterirrespective of whether it is blank or not.The read routine will always read the blank character following a �eld (and therebyterminating it). This character is accessible through the last Char routine.
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